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Executive Summary:
This document is part of IDEA project education program against the energy poverty and represents
the theoretical part of the curriculum.
General objectives of the IDEA educational program are:
- Raise awareness of European citizens on the rising issue of energy poverty;
- Contribute to solving the issue of energy poverty and simultaneously address the issue of climate
change;
- Reinforce adult skills and competencies in the field of energy poverty and energy advising;
- Help the unemployed to identify energy advising as an opportunity for them to find new job
opportunities
The specific objectives of this document are to aware the users with the basic principles of energy,
energy consumption in households, solutions for renewable energy and energy monitoring in
households and the impact of the energy consumption to the environment.
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About the project

IDEA (Innovative Direction in Energy Advising) project's purpose is to develop innovation in education
about energy poverty. Main objective is to improve existing and develop new innovative educational
methods and materials for adult training on energy poverty. The partnership consists of experienced
organizations strategically places in the most affected region regarding energy poverty - in Bulgaria,
Croatia, Slovenia and Cyprus. Project is implemented by University of Cyprus, DOOR Society for
Sustainable Development Design, Energy Agency Plovdiv and Focus Association for Sustainable
Development. It is funded by Erasmus+ programme.

1. Technical part

1. EU Energy Policies and Energy Strategy 2050

Buildings are responsible for approximately 40% of energy consumption and 36% of CO2 emissions in
the EU. Currently, about 35% of the EU's buildings are over 50 years old and almost 75% of the
building stock is energy inefficient, while only 0.4-1.2% (depending on the country) of the building
stock is renovated each year. Therefore, more renovation of existing buildings has the potential to
lead to significant energy savings – potentially reducing the EU’s total energy consumption by 5-6%
and
lowering
CO2 emissions
by
about
5%.
Improving the energy efficiency of buildings can also generate other economic, social and
environmental benefits. Better performing buildings provide higher levels of comfort and wellbeing
for their occupants, and improve health by reducing illnesses caused by a poor indoor climate. It also
has a major impact on the affordability of housing and on the concept of energy poverty.
Improvement of the energy performance of the housing stock and the energy savings it brings would
enable many households to escape energy poverty.

The 2010 Energy Performance of Buildings Directive and the 2012 Energy Efficiency Directive are
the EU's main legislative instruments promoting the improvement of the energy performance of
buildings within the EU and providing a stable environment for investment decisions to be taken.
On 19 June 2018 Directive (2018/844/EU) amending the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
was published. The revised provisions will enter into force on 9 July 2018. This revision introduces
targeted amendments to the current Directive aimed at accelerating the cost-effective renovation of
existing buildings, with the vision of a decarbonised building stock by 2050 and the mobilisation of
investments.
Under the new, revised Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD)
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EU countries will have to establish stronger long-term renovation strategies, aiming at
decarbonising the national building stocks by 2050, and with a solid financial component
A common European scheme for rating the smart readiness of buildings, optional for
Member States, will be introduced
Smart technologies will be further promoted, for instance through requirements on the
installation of building automation and control systems and on devices that regulate
temperature at room level.
E-mobility will be supported by introducing minimum requirements for car parks over a
certain size and other minimum infrastructure for smaller buildings
EU countries will have to express their national energy performance requirements in ways
that allow cross-national comparisons
Health and well-being of building users will be promoted, for instance through an increased
consideration of air quality and ventilation.

Under the current Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
 All new buildings must be nearly zero-energy buildings by 31 December 2020 (public
buildings by 31 December 2018)
 Energy performance certificates must be issued when a building is sold or rented, and they
must also be included in all advertisements for the sale or rental of buildings
 EU countries must establish inspection schemes for heating and air conditioning systems or
put in place measures with equivalent effect
 EU countries must set cost-optimal minimum energy performance requirements for new
buildings, for the major renovation of existing buildings, and for the replacement or retrofit
of building elements (heating and cooling systems, roofs, walls and so on)
 EU countries must draw up lists of national financial measures to improve the energy
efficiency of buildings.

The EU has set itself a long-term goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 80-95%, when
compared to 1990 levels, by 2050. The Energy Roadmap 2050 explores the transition of the energy
system in ways that would be compatible with this greenhouse gas reductions target while also
increasing competitiveness and security of supply.
To achieve these goals, significant investments need to be made in new low-carbon technologies,
renewable energy, energy efficiency, and grid infrastructure. Because investments are made for a
period of 20 to 60 years, policies that promote a stable business climate which encourages lowcarbon investments must start being made today.
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Figure 1 EU building stock targets to 2050

1.1.

Energy Road map

The European Commission's 2011 Energy Roadmap set out four main routes to a more sustainable,
competitive and secure energy system in 2050: energy efficiency, renewable energy, nuclear energy,
and carbon capture and storage. It combined these routes in different ways to create and analyse
seven possible scenarios for 2050.
Conclusions of the analysis:







Decarbonizing the energy system is technically and economically feasible. In the long run, all
scenarios that achieve the emissions reduction target are cheaper than the continuation of
current policies.
Increasing the share of renewable energy and using energy more efficiently are crucial,
irrespective of the particular energy mix chosen.
Early infrastructure investments cost less, and much of the infrastructure in the EU built 30 to
40 years ago needs to be replaced anyway. Immediately replacing it with low-carbon
alternatives can avoid more costly changes in the future. According to the International
Energy Agency, investments in the power sector made after 2020 would cost 4.3 times as
much as those made before 2020.
A European approach is expected to result in lower costs and more secure energy supplies
when compared to individual national schemes. With a common energy market, energy can
be produced where it is cheapest and delivered to where it is needed.
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Figure 2 EU Energy targets to 2050

1.2.

Near Zero Energy Buildings and Passive houses

Nearly zero-energy buildings (NZEBs) have very high energy performance. The low amount of energy
that these buildings require comes mostly from renewable sources.
The Energy Performance of Buildings Directive requires all new buildings to be nearly zero-energy by
the end of 2020. All new public buildings must be nearly zero-energy by 2018.
A passive house is a building in which a comfortable room temperature of about 20oC can be
achieved without conventional heating and cooling systems. Such buildings are called „passive“,
because the predominant part of their heat requirement is supplied from „passive” sources, e.g.,
sun exposure and waste heat of persons and technical devices. The heat still required can be
delivered to rooms by the controlled ventilation system with heat recovery.
The annual heat demand for passive house is very low – average for Europe it is about 15
kWh/m2/year. The need for total primary energy use should not exceed 120 kWh/m2/ year, including
heating and cooling, domestic hot water, and household electricity.
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Figure 3 Energy balance in Passive house
The basic features that distinguish passive house construction: compact form and good insulation;
southern orientation and shade considerations; good air tightness of building envelope; passive
preheating of fresh air; highly efficient heat recovery from exhaust air; using an air-to-air heat
exchanger; hot water supply using renewable energy sources; using energy-saving household
appliances. The design of passive houses is a holistic process of planning and realization. It can be
used for designing new buildings or for energy renovation of existing buildings.
In an average house, the windows account for 10 to 20 percent of heat loss. In passive houses, such
losses are minimised by installing triple-glazed windows. The heat transmission of building
components is expressed by their so-called U value, measured in watts per square metre at a
temperature difference of one degree (K). The higher the U value, the lower its thermal resistance,
therefore the more heat/ energy passes through the building component. An average two-pane
window has a U value of 2.9 W/m²K. With three panes and an additional heat protection glazing, the
U value can be as low as 0.7 W/ m²K. Apart from the glazing, also the frame should be designed to
prevent thermal losses.
The insulation in passive houses is much thicker than average. As for windows, heat transmission
through walls can also be expressed as a U value. The U value depends on the property of the
material used, but in general a 10-cm layer of insulation will have a U value of around 0.4 W/m²K.
Increasing the thickness of the insulation to 40 cm will reduce the U value to 0.1 W/m²K, that is, a
reduction of 75 percent.
As passive houses must be absolutely airtight, the construction workers have to detect the smallest
air leaks and ensure that they are sealed. The points at which cables and pipes penetrate the
building’s outside walls need to be thoroughly sealed. When the building work is complete, its
airtightness is tested using the so-called blower-door test. During this procedure, a fan is used to
draw air out from the inside of the house, creating a small pressure difference between the inside
and outside. This pressure difference forces air through the holes and penetrations in the building
envelope, making it possible to measure the building’s airtightness. In a passive house, air exchange
during the blower door test may not exceed a certain level.
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Figure 4 Equipment to perform a blower-door test | Image: W. Walter

1.3.

National legislation in terms of energy efficiency in households

The Bulgarian government is working actively to improve energy efficiency and promote the use of
renewables in the country. This will have a positive effect on economic growth and increase the
competitiveness of the construction sector. In accordance with the requirements of Directive
2010/31/EU, Bulgaria is endeavoring to support the construction of new low-energy buildings and to
achieve the same energy performance characteristics when existing buildings are renewed or
repaired.
The departments responsible for implementing government policy with regard to energy efficiency in
buildings and for developing national strategies, programmes and plans, including national plans to
increase the number of nearly zero-energy buildings, are the Ministry of the Economy, Energy and
Tourism (MIET), the Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works (MRRB) and the Sustainable
Energy Development Agency (SEDA). The main accents in sustainable energy development by 2020
are a 20 % improvement in energy efficiency, increasing the share of renewable sources to 16 %
(20 %) of the energy end-use and a 20 % reduction in greenhouse gas emissions compared with 1990.
The Bulgarian government therefore will focus on improving efficiency in the generation of electricity
and heat, reducing transmission and distribution losses, improving the energy performance of
existing buildings and introducing more stringent energy standards for new buildings, including
energy-independent buildings.
Energy performance class of residential buildings in Bulgaria:
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Figure 5 Energy performance class of residential buildings

2. Basic principles of energy and heat
2.1.

Definitions of energy, different types of energy, energy units

Energy is defined as the capacity of a physical system to perform work, that creates heat, or light,
that produces a movement.
Energy exists in several forms such as heat, kinetic or mechanical energy, light, potential energy, and
electrical energy:
Heat - Heat or thermal energy is energy from the movement of atoms or molecules. It may be
considered as energy relating to temperature.
Kinetic Energy - Kinetic energy is the energy of motion. A swinging pendulum has kinetic energy.
Potential Energy - This is energy due to an object's position. For example, a ball sitting on a table has
potential energy with respect to the floor because gravity acts upon it.
Mechanical Energy - Mechanical energy is the sum of the kinetic and potential energy of a body.
Light - Photons are a form of energy.
Electrical Energy - This is energy from the movement of charged particles, such as protons, electrons,
or ions.
Magnetic Energy - This form of energy results from a magnetic field.
Chemical Energy - Chemical energy is released or absorbed by chemical reactions. It is produced by
breaking or forming chemical bonds between atoms and molecules.
Nuclear Energy - This is energy from interactions with the protons and neutrons of an atom. Typically
this relates to the strong force. Examples are energy released by fission and fusion.
Power is a physical magnitude (P) and represents the ratio of the energy transferred (or the work
performed by a given force) over a certain interval of time to the magnitude of that range.
The power is one watt when a joule (J) energy is transferred (or a force is operated by a joule) for one
second (s).
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Units of Energy
The SI unit of energy is the joule (J) or newton-meter (N * m). The joule is also the SI unit of work.
Joule (J) - energy for mass lifting 1 kg per 1 m
Calorie (Cal) - equivalent to 4 180 J - energy to raise the temperature of 1 g of water from 14°C to
15°C at a pressure of 1 atm.
Kilowatt hour (kWh) - Equivalent to 3.6 x 106 J or 1 GJ = 277.777 kWh energy produced or consumed
in kilowatt hours.
Tonne of oil equivalent (toe) - Equivalent quantity of energy produced during the burning of 1 tonne
of oil - 41 868 kJ, which is approximately 42 GJ. This unit is useful if different fuels are compared.
1 toe = 11.63 MWh = 41.868 GJ

2.2. Primary and final energy
Primary energy is the energy in nature that is not the subject of transformation processes. It could be
renewable and non-renewable energy. Primary energy is difficult to produce in its natural form (coal,
wood, oil or, for example, wind).
Coal is formed from dead organic plant matter converted into peat. The industrial revolution of the
19th century was made thinks to the coal. This energy is the most commonly used
worldwide, for electricity in particular. It’s a highly polluting energy, because it’s mostly composed of
carbon, indeed of CO2.
Oil, is a liquid carbonaceous rock, composed of organic materials trapped in the rock. Oil provides
the majority of liquid energies such as fuel, diesel, petrol or LPG. It is the second most used energy in
the world.
Natural gas is an organic gaseous found naturally in porous rocks. Most natural gas is created by two
mechanisms: biogenic and thermogenic. Biogenic gas is created by methanogenic organisms in
marshes, bogs, landfills, and shallow sediments. Deeper in the earth, at greater temperature and
pressure, thermogenic gas is created from buried organic material. The gas comes in third
place among the most worldwide energy used.
Uranium is a radioactive metal that lies deep in the earth and in the earth's crust. Much of these
stocks, however, are unusable. Recently, it has been increasingly used to produce electricity, although
the Fukushima tragedy has slowed down this development. The process is low in CO2, but
radioactive waste is problematic. There is no way to avoid radioactivity in the process and the waste
is buried without full security guarantees. Known resources will be exhausted by 2049
The final energy represents the transformed primary energy in another suitable type: electric,
mechanical, steam, heat. It also includes the transformation losses.
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Figure 6 Transformation of energy sources

Energy content of different energy sources.
Each energy source has a different energy content (calorific value).

Energy source

Energy content (calorific
value), Q

Natural gas (kg)

13,1 kWh/kg

Natural gas (m³)

9,3 kWh/ m3

Liquefied Natural Gas (kg)

12,55 kWh/kg

Liquefied natural gas (l)
Oil (kg)

7,3 kWh/l
11,75 kWh/kg

Oil (l)

10 kWh/l

Wood (kg)
Black coal (kg)

3,88 kWh/kg
5,83

kWh/kg

Anthracite coal (kg)

8,58 kWh/kg

Brown coal (l)

2,9

kWh/l

Table 1 Energy content (calorific value)
Example of calculating the energy content in kilowatt hours of natural gas:
1 000 m3 of natural gas = 1 000 m3 * 9,3 kWh / m3 = 9 300 kWh
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CO2 emissions from different types of energy sources:
Transformation
coefficient

Ecological equivalence
factor fi

–

g СО2/kWh

Industrial gas oil and diesel

1,1

267

Fuel oil

1,1

279

Natural gas

1,1

202

Propane-butane

1,1

227

Black coal

1,2

341

Lignite / brown coal

1,2

364

Anthracitic coal

1,2

354

Briquette

1,25

351

Wood pellets, briquettes and
wood

1,05

43

Heat from centralized heat supply

1,30

290

Electricity

3,0

819

Type of energy source

Table 2 Ecological equivalence

2.3. Energy in households
The electricity or heat energy consumed by an single household or a building is measured and
reported and this is the basis of the energy bill. For example, an electric meter in the home measures
the electricity consumed, and one heat meter - the heat consumed by the collector or electronically
transmitted if a "smart" measuring device is available.
There are plants that convert one kind of energy into another: for example natural gas in hot water
for heating. This is most effective when centralized, and the resulting energy is distributed across all
rooms in the building. Energy conversion can be more or less efficient, depending on the type of
installation (boiler) and distribution system - radiators and pipe network.
If measures are taken and make significant changes to the transformation system or the energy
distribution system in the building, they will affect the level of energy consumption. For example, if
the boiler is replaced with a more energy efficient, i. with a boiler with a higher efficiency and the
distribution network is isolated, then the energy consumption will decrease. This will result from
reduced energy losses, not from lower room temperature or less use of hot water by occupants.
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Kilowatt hour (kWh) is the measurement unit that measures energy consumption. To be able to
handle the energy consumed by different energy resources, readings must be in one unit of measure.
Litres, kilograms and cubic meters should be converted into kilowatt hours.

3. Heat exchange and material properties

Heat exchange is a process where heat transfer from a higher body to a lower temperature body
occurs. Heat exchange to take place through:
• thermal conductivity (solids);
• convection (for fluids);
• Heat radiation

Figure 7 Different types of heat exchange

3.1. Thermal conductivity
Heat transfer by direct contact between two physical materials. Some materials transfer heat
better than others.
Example: If the pan handle on the stove is made of copper, it will be warm to touch, because
copper is a conductor of heat. If the handle is made of plastic, we won’t feel the heat because the
plastic is a poor conductor of heat.

3.2. Convection
Convective heat transfer, often referred to simply as convection, is the transfer of heat from one
place to another by the movement of fluids. Convection is usually the dominant form of heat transfer
in liquids and gases. Although often discussed as a distinct method of heat transfer, convective heat
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transfer involves the combined processes of unknown conduction (heat diffusion)
and advection (heat transfer by bulk fluid flow).
Example: If you put your hand above the fire, you feel warm because the air is warmed by the flames

3.3. Thermal radiation
Transfer of heat by electromagnetic waves. Materials reflect more or less the thermal radiation they
receive. Wood, for example reflects more radiation than marble. This is why a wooden interior is
warmer than a marble interior
Example: The sun emits heat radiation. So when the sun is shining, you feel the heat on the surface
of the skin, but when a cloud hides the sun, you no longer feel heat.

3.4. Heat transmittance
The heat transmittance λ (lambda) expresses the amount of heat that passes through a material - 1
m² area, 1 second, 1 m thick, 1 degree difference between the temperatures on both sides of the
material under consideration.
This feature characterizes the ability of each material to transfer thermal energy in the form of heat.
Specific heat conductivity is a constant for all types of materials, except heat insulations. The lower
the value of λ, the better thermo-insulation properties have the corresponding material. Very often
the packaging of building materials is indicated by their thermal conductivity - λ.

Figure 8 Heat transmittance through wall layers
Material

λ Вт/(м*K)

cryl
0,2

Asbestos, freely
packed

λ Вт/(м*K)

EPS
(Styrofoam)

0,032 - 0,053

Material

λ Вт/(м*K)

Mineral wool

Styrofoam
0,15

0,032 - 0,050

Nylon
0,033

0,75

Insulation with
straw

0,09

2,1

Leather

0,14

Asphalt

Concrete

Material

0,25

Cotton
0,03

Cotton wool

0,029
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insulation
Water

0,58

Wave

Corkboard

Fiberglass

0,04

401

Nickel
insulation

0,048

Copper
0,04

Gypsum or
plaster

0,48

Granite

2,8

Wood

0,043

Brick

0,09 - 0,19

Iron

Foam glass
0,5 - 1,4

Paper
Polyethylene

0,05

Steel

48 - 58

0.42–0.51

Glass

1,05

0.10–0.22

Extended
polystyrene

0,03

Polypropylene
80,2

0,35

Gypsum,
plaster, mortar

0,17

Rasping

0,06

chipboard

0,15

Plywood

0,13

stucco

1,4

Dry sand

0,045

PVC
0,19

3.5. Building envelope
Major sources of losses in non-insulated buildings
Thermal losses in non-insulated buildings:
• Roof: about 25 to 30% of heat losses;
• walls: about 20 to 25% of heat losses;
• ventilation and infiltration: about 20 to 25% of heat losses;
• windows: about 10 to 15% of heat losses;
• thermal bridges: about 5 to 10% of heat losses
Reducing heat loss through building envelope today, depending on the local climate and the local
energy needs, certain architectural principles guarantee high energy efficiency and a high standard of
visual, warm and healthy comfort in the spaces where different human activities are realized. Most
of the heat losses are through the roof (more than 30%) and through the walls (more than 20%).
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Figure 9 Heat Loss from an uninsulated house

3.6. Variation of energy consumption depending on the insulation of walls
The most effective energy saving measure is optimizing thermal insulation. In the residential building
in Bulgaria the unusable type of thermal insulation of the facade walls is predominantly distributed.
It is a heat-insulating layer of hard plates, mechanically fastened to the facade walls. A glass fiberglass
or other net is applied to the thermal insulation and the surface layer is plaster - silicate, polymer, etc.
Thermal insulation materials have the following important features:
- Thermal conductivity (λ) - characterizes the quality of a material as a conductor of heat. λ is a value
independent of the thickness and mode of application of the material. The thermal conductivity
coefficient is W / mK and indicates how much heat (W) conducts a 1 meter thick 1 m thick element at
a temperature difference of 1 Kelvin (K). The lower the thermal conductivity of a material, the better
the insulator is.
- Thermal resistance is reciprocal of thermal conductivity (1 / K) and is measured in mK/W. This is
the temperature resistance for a unit thickness (per meter). Thus determined, this magnitude
depends on the nature and thickness of the material, so the value is specific.
- Heat transmittance (U-value) - the quantity of thermal losses through the element is determined by
the heat transfer coefficient U (U-value). Describes the amount of heat flowing through 1m² of an
element when the temperature difference between the inner and outer surfaces is 1K. The unit is
W/m²K.

U

1

  
Rsi  1  2  3  Rse
1 2 3

,W / m 2 K

i 2
, m K /W
i 1 i
n

R

It is calculated by taking into account separately the thicknesses and the heat conductivity
coefficients of all the materials from which these elements are built. The smaller the value of U, the
better thermo-insulation properties have the corresponding element.
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The existing modern standards for energy efficiency in buildings require the installation of a
minimum of 10 cm insulation in order to reach the normative thermal transmittance <0.28 W / (m²K),
according to Ordinance No. 7 on Energy Efficiency of Buildings.

Figure 10 Heat transmittance through wall layers
Total
thickness

Coefficient U
W / (m2K)

External wall - concrete without
insulation

30 cm

3,3

External wall - brick, without
insulation

30 cm

1,40

Exterior wall - brick with 5 cm
EPS

35 cm

0,47

Exterior wall - concrete with 5 cm
EPS

35 cm

0,65

External wall - brick with 8 cm
EPS

38 cm

0,33

Exterior wall - brick with 10 cm
EPS

40 cm

0,28

Wooden frame construction with
22 cm insulation

25 см

0,19

Types of multi-layer elements

The different types of thermal insulation depend on the insulating materials used. There are
differences between the individual heat insulating materials and the areas where their use is
appropriate.
Some of the most common used insulation materials are:
a) Expanded polystyrene foam (EPS)
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Artificial polymer with closed structure of grid of air-filled spherical particles - microporous artificial
organic material. 95% of the EPS volume is air enclosed in spheres of the polymer grate. EPS
systems are also known as styrofoam, which appears to be the most common in today's
construction material. EPS isolation systems retain their physical properties unchanged for a period
of 15-20 years at operating temperatures of -20 ° C to + 50 ° C and cyclic freezing and thawing.
Qualities: strength, minimum deformability, limited vapor permeability and fire resistance (class B1).
EPS is used to:
• glued external facade insulation;
• for ventilated suspended facades;
• as a middle layer in double walls;
• Roofs: straight, inverted and sloping (inclined);
• under basement tiles and more.
EPS INSULATION SYSTEMS

Thickness, d, mm

d < 20 mm

Coefficient. of heat
conductivity

Thickness, d, mm

Coefficient. of heat
conductivity

λ, W/(m*К)

λ, W/(m*К)

0,032

0,032

0,035

0,035

0,040

40 < d < 100 mm

0,040
0,045

0,043
0,050
0,032

0,032

0,035
20 < d < 40 mm

0,035
d > 100 mm
0,040

0,040
0,053

b) Extruded polystyrene foam-XPS
The extruded polystyrene sheet is a thermosetting material (XPS) produced from polystyrene and
suitable blowing agents by a continuous extrusion process in which the material is extruded or pulled
through a die with the desired cross section and a continuous board of the desired thickness (20- 100
mm).
Qualities:
• high and durable thermal insulation properties;
• minimal water absorption;
• high compressive strength and dimensional stability;
• difficult flammability, excellent compatibility with building materials such as cement, gypsum, lime
and sand, good adhesion to concrete and mortar coatings and plasters.
Use XPS to:
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• thermal insulation under foundation plates;
• thermal insulation under grease, industrial floors or roofs
• thermal insulation of sandwich walls;
• internal insulation of walls and slabs;
XPS INSULATION
Coef. of thermal conductivity
Type
λ, W/(m*К)
0,025
Uncovered

0,030
0,040
0,025

Uncoated foam products

0,030
0,035
0,025
0,030

With waterproof coating
0,035
0,040

(c) Mineral wool:
Mineral (rock) wool is a natural, inorganic and mineral product based on basalt minerals. Due
to its fibrous structure, the mineral wool has excellent thermal insulation properties:
Features: - High degree of noise absorption and less noise reflection.
Benefits of applying heat insulation:
- more comfort during the summer and winter months;
- lower energy bills;
- even distribution of temperature;
- improved acoustics and reduction of outside noise;
- improving moisture control;
- increase in the value of the property;
- reducing environmental emissions.
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3.7. Heat loses through walls
Energy balance of a building refers to the sum of the heat losses (e.g., heat going out through the
roofs, external walls and windows) being equal to the sum of the heat gains (e.g., passive solar gains,
internal gains and active heating).
Heat losses are determined by multiplying the wall area by the heat transmittance coefficient and
then multiplying by the difference between internal and external temperature:

T ,i  A *U * ( int,t   e ), kW
Heating loses, kW
Area, m2

Internal
coefficient of heat
transmittance, W/m2K temperature

External temperature

3.8. Infiltration and thermal bridges
In the enclosing structure of each building there are elements with higher thermal conductivity. They
are set at the project level or appear in the construction process.
• Thermal bridges occurs at: corners and edges, ceiling-to-wall connection, two-wall connection, or
wall-to-floor connection;
• Thermostats increase heating costs as well as harmful emissions in the atmosphere;
• increase the risk of: condensation, mold and fungi; damage to the structure; aesthetic problems;
• Thermal losses: about 5 to 10% of heat losses.
The thermal bridges are formed when materials that are bad insulators are in contact with air and
allow the airflow to pass through the created air "Path". Thermal bridges should be removed by
reduced profiles cross-section, with materials having better insulating properties or by inserting an
additional insulating element.

Figure 11

Elements with thermal bridges
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Figure 12 Infrared imaging of thermal bridges and leakages
Infiltration Air is the unintentional and uncontrolled entry of outdoor air into an enclosed space.
Infiltration occurs through cracks in the building envelope and due to pressure differences between
inside and outside. The outdoor air entering through open doors and windows is considered
infiltration although the purpose of opening the door or window might be ventilation. Infiltration
occurs mainly in winter when the air outside is colder and heavier than the air inside. It depends on
wind velocity, wind direction and the air-tightness of the building envelope.

3.9. Glazing
The area of the windows is tipically about 25% of the area of the dwelling. If these 25% are covered
with energy efficient windows, the temperature in the dwelling can to rise by (4-5) ° C and the noise
level to decrease by about 40 dB. Windows have a great influence on the heat loss in the dwelling.
The area of the glass is between 70% and 90% of that of the window its features have a significant
impact on the overall thermo-technical parameters of the windows. Glass cover is essential. The low
emission (K glass) contains a particularly microscopic, virtually invisible coating, which reduces the
heat transfer coefficient (U) and reduces the losses of heat through the window to 20%. This
facilitates the maintenance of the premises warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer.
Placing gas with low thermal conductivity in hermetically sealed glazing reduces thermal losses
through glass to 10%. Most often the gas used by the manufacturer is argon. Other used gases are
carbon dioxide (CO2), crypton (Kr), a mixture of argon and crypton.
The key features, in terms of energy performance of windows:
  heat transfer coefficient (U);
  solar energy transmittance (g);
  infiltration of air.
The heat that passes through 1 m2 of the window surface is characterized by the U value, while the
amount of solar energy that passes through 1m2 is represented by g (solar energy transmittance).
The lower the value of U, the more solar energy passes through it.
Types of glazing:
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single glazing (U-values up to 5.8 W / m²K) is already very much applied seldom. It is found in
old buildings and it would be efficient to install them "Second", waving windows, etc. called
"double windows" or "winter" windows "on the inside.
energy-efficient glazing - consists of two or three glasses separated one with an air layer.
Heat losses from passage are reduced by half in the case of single glazing.
high-energy-efficient glazing - U-values are between 0.4 and 1.6 W / m²K with insulation
qualities 50 - 60% better than effective glazing:
-  on the inner layer there is a very thin metal coating, whichreduces heat
transmission by reflecting the long wavelengths of the sun's rays back into the
room and allows the rays with short waves to pass through the glass;
-  the space in the glass pane is filled with diluted gas, lower thermal
conductivity. In most cases it is argon.
triple high-efficiency glazing - triple glazing with metal coating on both inner layers. Heat
losses through triple high-effective glazing is one eighth of the value of single glazing

Types of joinery:
 wooden windows - excellent insulation characteristics; amongst the best materials for
preserving the comfort of home; the cheapest option - joinery of coniferous trees (white
pine or spruce). Of the broad-leaved wood, the most used are oak and ash;
 double-glazed wooden windows, providing twice as good sound and heat insulation as
compared to traditional woodwork and no danger of condensation. It is produced from
three-layer lamellas and this prevents it from rolling, shrinkage and cracking;
 Aluminum joinery - ensures durability and security, maintenance is easy and inexpensive,
and does not require periodic painting. As a material, aluminum is an excellent conductor of
heat and therefore heat loss in this type of windows is greater. Quality aluminum windows
require thermal insulating bridges in the profiles, which leads to their costly increase;
 PVC (PVC) joinery - with very good heat and sound insulation properties. Maintenance ú is
easy. The material is resistant to cold, heat, chemicals. Greater and better energy
performance is the joinery with more internal chambers;
 combined joinery - the most expensive option is joinery, combining aluminum with wood.
The wood is protected from atmospheric influences with an external aluminum lining on the
profile. The best qualities of the two materials combine in aesthetic and functional terms.
Important :
- for windows - g-values have a greater effect on reducing the cooling demand than their U-values;
- for insulation - it is possible that insulation will increase the cooling demand as a result of the heat
gains retained in the building;
- the additional effect of insulation on reducing cooling demand in a given climatic zone is best where
heat reserves are minimized (eg through an external sunshade, efficient applications and effective
ventilation);
- with the exception of the roof or the top floor, the additional effect of insulation to reduce the
cooling demand is negligible for temperate climates.
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4. Indoor comfort and indoor temperature and humidity requirements

Thermal comfort depends on the exchanges of heat between the human body and its environment.
Theses exchanges depend on 6 factors that are classified into 2 families.

Environmental factor:

Individual factors:

Air temperature

One’s activity level

Air speed

Clothing’s thermal resistance

Humidity
Wall temperature

4.1. Comfort and indoor air temperature
Human thermal comfort is defined as the state of mind that expresses satisfaction with the
surrounding environment. Maintaining thermal comfort for buildings’ inhabitants is one of the
most important goals for engineers when designing plans for heating, ventilation, air conditioning
and the building envelope. Factors, which determine thermal comfort are: indoor and outdoor air
temperature, air movement, relative humidity, clothing people are wearing and the activity level they
are engaged in.
Room temperature has an influence on the comfort feeling. Within an accommodation, to feel
comfortable, advised temperatures are the following:
-

17 °C in the bed rooms to sleep well
19°C in the lounge, the kitchen and the living rooms
22 °C in the bathroom

Nevertheless, the comfort felt varies according to the temperature difference between indoor air and
outer wall.
A high temperature difference between the outer wall and the indoor air usually means that the
thermal resistance of the wall is poor, that is to say that the materials that make up the wall do not
enable efficient slowing down of heat loss.
Consequences of a high temperature difference:
- Discomfort feelings (shivering)
- Need to increase indoor air temperature by boosting heaters to feel comfortable.
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Cold feeling= 16°C

Outdoor

Hot
feeling

Outdoor

Cold
feeling

Hot feeling= 18°C

Figure 13 Difference of feelings between a well-insulated wall and a poorly insulated wall
To get a controlled feeling of comfort:
-

The temperature difference between indoor air and outdoor wall should not exceed 3°C
Just as the same, the temperature difference between the head and the feet should not
exceed 3°C

4.2.

Comfort, humidity and ventilation

Humidity is the amount of water vapour in the air. Water sources in buildings are:
• the exhalation of people staying inside (dependent on the level of the physical work);
• the utilization of the room (drying, cooking, working, doing sports);
• “free water” which is coming into new buildings by manufacturing the materials and
by the manufacturing process of the building itself.
To describe the amount of water vapour in the air the “relative humidity” is used.
Comfortable feeling for a human being is at relative air humidity around 50% (air
temperature of 20°C).
The air within our accommodation must be constantly renewed, for several reasons:
-

Bring new air and ensure our oxygen needs
Filter out the excess of humidity (water vapor) produced by our activities
Filter out the air containing odors and pollutants

Ventilation is therefore absolutely necessary to ensure health, security and comfort in any
accommodation.
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In the past, ventilation was naturally done, by opening the windows, or through the walls which were
hardly airtight. In more newly built accommodation, where walls are insulated, ventilation is done
through mechanical systems, thanks to air intakes located on the doors and the windows, and extract
units, set up in specific rooms, in bathroom and kitchen in particular.
In any case, and in order to secure air exchange, it is important to manually ventilate its
accommodation every day, both summer and winter, for about 5 minutes, by opening the windows
and by turning off the heat.
Comfort and air speed
Air motion in the accommodation influences the felt air temperature.
Thus, the faster is the air motion, the higher room temperature is needed to feel comfortable.
example:
- For an air motion of 0.15 meters per second (m/ s), the comfort temperature is 21 ° C
- For an air motion of 1 meter per second (m/ s), the comfort temperature is 25 ° C
Note: In old houses, generally not insulated, ventilation is more difficult to control. The air motion is
generally larger, generating greater feelings of discomfort.
Comfort and humidity
Indoor air has a humidity level, which impacts our comfort and health.
The main sources of humidity in a house are:
- Domestic activity (showers / bathrooms, kitchen, breathing, cleaning and clothes drying, house
cleaning).
For example, a person rejects an average of 0.5 liters of water per day, and drying clothes rejects up
to 1 liter of water per hour as it dries.
- Infiltration of rainwater through the roof or deteriorated walls
- Capillary: water rises from moist soil through the walls
globally, from 10 to 20 liters of water are released into the air every day.
Aggravating factors:
- Over use of water
- Inadequate heating
- Obstruction of entrances or airing
- Poor thermal resistance of walls (the temperature being low, air condenses more easily in contact
with these walls)
Consequences
Humidity in the air is measured in percentage. The ideal humidity should be between 40% and 60%.
Consequences of low humidity (below 30 %)
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- Increase of static electricity (small electric discharges when in contact with metal objects)
- Increase of discomfort and irritation to tobacco smoke (odors are more noticeable)
- Increase of the concentration of dust in the air, which can bring bacteria and impact health
(respiratory disease)
Consequences of excessive humidity (above 70 %)
- Visible effects in housing:
Water runoff on and beneath the windows
Wall degradation and mold development (unsticking wall papers, molds and fungi in wall corners and
in coldest parts)
Discomfort associated with cold walls, heat over-consumption :
Moral discomfort, visible damage, dirty appearance
- Visible effects on health:
Humidity promotes the emergence of dust mites and cockroaches that like hot and humid places.
The presence of fungi and molds cause allergies (eczema, rhinitis, asthma ...)
Babies and children are particularly vulnerable to respiratory problems, because of their weaker
lungs
Fight against humidity
The right thing:
- Ventilate the place to remove humidity excess
- Do not block air inlets and outlets, which must be regularly cleaned
- Do not dry your clothes inside the house
- Ventilate especially when cooking, bathing or other activities that release water vapor
- Heat properly

5. Heating
5.1.

Overview of different sources of heating energy

There are different sources for heating energy generation, as the most common are: Solid fuels;
Nuclear energy; Petroleum; Natural gas; Renewables.
Basic on EC statistic documents, it can be seen that at EU level the share of heating generation from
renewables is significantly increasing in the period 1990-2015, unlike all the other energy resources:
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Figure 14

Gross Heat generation by fuel (Source: EU Energy in Figures)

The Energy sources used to generate heat at national level:
• Naphtha: 7.1%
• Gas: 49.9%
• Coal: 41.4%
• Nuclear: 1.6%

5.2.

Heat energy usage in households

Based on information from Eurostat, in 2016, the households or residential sector represented
25.4 % of final energy consumption or 17.4 % of gross inland energy consumption in the EU.
Households use energy for various purposes: space and water heating, space cooling, cooking,
lighting and electrical appliances and other end-uses, which mainly cover uses of energy by
households outside the dwellings themselves.
In the EU, the main use of energy by households is for heating their homes (64.7 % of final energy
consumption in the residential sector).
The share of fuels in the final energy consumption in household by type of end-use for 2016 in % is
shown in the following table:

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat
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In Bulgaria an average dwelling, the energy consumption for heating is about 10 MWh per year or
125 kWh / m2. Total energy consumption, including hot water, cooking and other needs, is 170 kWh /
m2 per year.
53% of households use electricity for heating, 37.2% - wood and coal 8% - thermal power plants, 2%
biofuels, 1% propane butane and less than 1% use natural gas.

5.3.

Heating and fuel prices

The prices of the different fuels and their calorific value are shown below:
• Naphtha: 1 494 BGN/tonne
• Gas: 0.11 BGN / Nm³
• Central heating: 90 BGN / MWh
• Wood: over 70 BGN / m 3
• Coal: 165-290 BGN / ton
• Modern biomass: 360 BGN/ tonne

Energy source

Calorific value,
kWh/kg

Specific price of the
heating energy

Price of the energy source

Dry Calibrated Chips

4.88 kWh / kg

0.047 лв/кВтч

200 лв/т

Wooden chips at a distance of
60 km

3.14 kWh / kg

0.052 лв/ кВтч

115 лв/т

Firewood

3.88 kWh / kg

0,07 лв/ кВтч

145 лв/т

Lignite (briquettes)

3.72 kWh / kg

0.067 лв/ кВтч

175 лв/т

Brown coal

2.9 kWh / kg

0.081 лв/ кВтч

230 лв/т

Wood pellets at a distance of 60
km

4.66 kWh / kg

0.084 лв/ кВтч

360 лв/т

Natural gas

13.1 kWh / kg

0,14

Electricity - mix daily / night

Diesel fuel for heating

лв/ кВтч

3

919 лв/1 000nm

1.00 kWh

0.18 лв/ кВтч

0.18 лв/ кВтч

11.6 kWh / kg

0,20 лв/ кВтч

2057,4 лв/т
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5.4.

Heating installations

Heating systems are divided into two main groups depending on the heating source: centralized and
decentralized.
From other side the decentralized heating systems could be grouped in two different types,
depending of the location of the heat source – direct and indirect heating.
 Direct heating
When the heat source is in the room that is being heated, the heating devices belong to the group of
direct heating. There are different types of direct heating: fireplaces, stoves, cast iron heaters,
combined stoves and more. In this group of heating devices, part of the heat is transmitted directly
to the air or water that heat objects in the room. The heating source for this type of heating are
mainly woods, wooden pellets and coals or electricity for the well-known electric heaters.

Figure 15 Unefficiency heating stove

Figure 16 Modern heating fireplace

The second group of heating systems are different types of indirect heating. The heat source is
outside the heated rooms. Most of the heat is transferred to a heat carrier (water, steam or air) that
is transported to the rooms to be heated by pipelines or ducts and heating units as radiators and
convectors.
In the premises, the heat transfer medium indirectly or directly transfers part of the heat it transmits
and returns to the heat source.
These are the systems with heating boilers, heat pumps, centralized heating.


Pellet boilers

One of the most popular options heating in houses is the use of wood pellets as a source of heat.
They are small granules made from sawdust, agricultural or plant residues. These boilers are the
most environmentally friendly appliances for solid fuel heating. Their burning efficiency reaches 90%.
In terms of convenience and cleanliness, they are easier to maintain and operate than traditional
fireplaces. At the same time, the use of pellets leads to a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions.
Their only disadvantage is the higher initial investment.
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Figure 17 Scheme if heating installation with pellet boiler
As from 1 January 2022, reference Regulation (EC) 2015/1185, specific eco-design requirements are
imposed for heating local solid fuel heating sources, namely:
The seasonal energy efficiency of heating of local heating hot-fuel sources with a closed combustion
chamber using fuel as pellets must be at least 79%;
Seasonal energy efficiency means the relationship between the heating load covered by a local
heating fuel source and the annual energy consumption required to cover this load, expressed as a
percentage


Condense gas boilers

Condensing boilers are water heaters fueled by gas or oil. They achieve high efficiency (typically
greater than 90% on the higher heating value) by condensing water vapour in the exhaust gases and
so recovering its latent heat of vaporisation, which would otherwise have been wasted. This
condensed vapour leaves the system in liquid form, via a drain. In many countries, the use of
condensing boilers is compulsory or encouraged with financial incentives.
In a conventional boiler, fuel is burned and the hot gases produced pass through a heat exchanger
where much of their heat is transferred to water, thus raising the water's temperature.
One of the hot gases produced in the combustion process is water vapour (steam), which arises from
burning the hydrogen content of the fuel. A condensing boiler extracts additional heat from the
waste gases by condensing this water vapour to liquid water, thus recovering its latent heat of
vaporization. A typical increase of efficiency can be as much as 10-12%. While the effectiveness of
the condensing process varies depending on the temperature of the water returning to the boiler, it
is always at least as efficient as a non-condensing boiler.
Condensing boiler manufacturers claim that up to 98% thermal efficiency can be achieved, compared
to 70%-80% with conventional designs (based on the higher heating value of fuels). Typical models
offer efficiencies around 90%, which brings most brands of condensing gas boiler in to the highest
available categories for energy efficiency.
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Figure 18 Effectiveness of condense gas boilers (source: Viessman)



Centralized district heating

District heating is a system for producing and distributing heat energy, generated in a centralized
location (power plant) through a system of insulated pipes for residential and commercial heating
needs such as space heating and domestic hot water.
Many fossil fuel-fired power plants, especially those in settlements, are actually cogeneration power
plants.
Cogeneration is a technology for centralized simultaneous generation of electricity and heat. In
traditional methods of electricity production, a large amount of useful heat is discharged into the
environment in the form of condensed heat from the steam. In contrast, cogeneration technology
uses this "waste" heat and produces both heat and electricity in a combined process with higher
efficiency.
The combined production of electric and thermal energy has proven qualities and, in combination
with modern best available techniques, is the most efficient and environmentally friendly method.

Figure 19 Scheme of centralized heating
The facilities that connect the heat transmission network to the domestic installations of residential,
administrative and industrial buildings are called substations.
In the residential buildings built before 1990, the built-in heating installations are with vertical pipes
that pass through almost any room with mounted heating units. It is not possible to install an
apartment heat meter instead of a heat distributor because the apartment is supplied with heat from
several vertical pipes. The heating costs are distributed by distributors mounted on each heater, and
according to its readings, what proportion of the total heat in the building is consumed by the body
in question. This principle of measurement implies the installation of the same type of distributors of
all the radiators in the building.
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Heating installations with horizontal risers have entered the last twenty-five years after the
introduction of the polyethylene pipes with metal inserts. In the case of a vertical riser, a deviation is
made to the individual property, stopcocks and a heat meter are installed, and then pipes are fed to
the radiators in the floor of the dwelling. This type of installation has its unquestionable advantages:
more aesthetic and practical - there are no vertical pipes in the rooms, the bills are simpler according to the indications of the central and apartment heat meters, and the difference forms the
energies for the building installation and for the heating of the hot water. A great advantage is the
possibility of interruption of heating individually in case of overdue bills. Hot water supply systems
for both types of systems are built with vertical risers.
In the case of vertical heating installations, a considerable amount of heat is emitted through the
risers, which can not be avoided because the pipes are fixed and can not be removed by the noncentral heating service. For horizontal heating installations, residents have the ability to regulate
their own heat consumption by themselves.

Figure 20 Example for old vertical and new horizontal internal heating building installation (source:
EVN)


Heating with electricity energy

Traditional electric heating appliances:
• Calorifers;
• Radiators: oil, water, dry (air);
• Accumulating stoves;
• Air conditioners (heat pumps)

Electrical heating appliances

Installed power,
Watt

Calorifer

2000

Convector

2400
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Electric heater

2000

Accumulating electric heater

3000

Air conditioning 9000 btu

950

Air conditioning 12 000 btu

1250

Air conditioning 18 000 btu

1750

Air conditioning 24 000 btu

2600

Table XX. Installed power of the most prevalent electric heating appliances
The air conditioners are modern heating systems that consume 3 to 4 times less electricity than the
energy they bring into the heated / cooled room.
In contrast, the electric heaters, accumulator electric heaters, convectors and calorifers consume as
much electrical energy as heating energy they provide.

5 4 Energy saving tips for heating

6. Ventilation and humidity

The condition of the interior space should always be comfortable for the occupants of the building.
The hygienic minimum for ventilation is in most cases provided by the natural flow of air through
the unsealed spaces of the windows and doors. It is necessary to periodically ventilate the rooms,
preferably for a short time and when the windows are fully opened
For the appearance of mold, a humidity of 65-85% is required. Typically, mold appears in cellars,
bathrooms, window frames, around air conditioners and cold walls where condensation may form.
The cold walls are mostly around the thermal states. Thermal motifs occur in places where there
are significant external heat flows such as corners, terraces, windows, and corners of the building.
In particular, mold may also develop in places where cold walls are blocked by shelves that prevent
air exchange.
An average household contributes to the release of about 10 liters of water in the surrounding air
per day. The greater the percentage of bathing and cooking; a small part comes from breathing.
Another source of water in the air is the presence of plants in the room. The water used for
watering is ultimately released into the air. Particularly during summer fungal spores are present in
the ambient air. In dry, hot weather above all black mould releases large amounts of spores to the
air. The spores in the ambient air are then regularly found in interior rooms. For intact living space
constructions these normal spores have no chance to survive. Under unfavourable conditions in the
interior rooms, however, the fungal spores thrive and cause both damage to the building structure
and impair the health of the tenants.
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For their growth mould spores require high relative humidity (65 - 85%). In interior rooms they
therefore preferentially infest cellars, bathrooms, window frames, air conditioning units, air
humidifiers and cold wall areas, where condensation can occur. Cold wall areas are found above all
in connection with "heat bridges". Heat bridges arise where there are significant heat flows to the
outside, such as junctions to balconies with continuous concrete slab, in the vicinity of windows or
in building corners and of course wherever thermal insulation is defective or lacking. In particular,
mould can grow where cold wall areas are blocked by cabinets or book shelves and no air exchange
can take place.

6.1.

Relationship between humidity and ventilation

Air always contains water or moisture. A measure of its level is the relative humidity. 0% relative
humidity means there is no water vapour in the air. 100% relative humidity means the air is
saturated with water vapour and can no longer take up additional water. This case occurs, for
example, with fog, when virtual drops of water appear to fall from the air. The capacity of the air to
take up water vapour depends very strongly upon the temperature. Cold air has a very limited
capacity for taking up water, while warm, dry air has a very high capacity. This is the reason why
ventilation is so important in order to expel the accumulated humidity from rooms: The cold air,
which contains very little water vapour, is heated in the flat. In the absence of sources of humidity
in the flat, this would lead to very dry air with low relative humidity. When sources of humidity are
present, the heated and In the meantime dry air can take up this water vapour without problem.
One cubic metre of air can take up around 17 grams of water vapour before the air becomes
saturated. However, it must be considered that a relative humidity of much higher than 60% should
not be exceeded, as this value is considered to be the limit value for a healthy room climate.

6.2.

Relationship between humidity and heating

Ventilation losses represent a large part of the overall heat losses in a home. In old buildings this is
around 40% and in low-energy buildings this can be as much as 60%. Not infrequently half of the
room heat energy is "thrown out the window" due to improper ventilation.
Nevertheless, to conclude that one should no longer ventilate or ventilate only as infrequently as
possible would be false. The outer walls of buildings are not only nearly impermeable to air and
water. Walls do not breathe! One must therefore ensure healthy room air by reasonably ventilating.
At the same time, the water vapour and the odours and harmful substances accumulating in the
flat must be expelled by ventilating.
The art of ventilating correctly then consists of ventilating as much as necessary, but no more. In
passive houses (see Chapter 7) this is ensured by a ventilation system with heat exchanger or in
some houses, without optimised energy consumption, by an exhaust air system (without heat
recovery). In most flats, however, the tenants must understand how to ventilate correctly.
Avoid
the
permanent
open
tilting
of
windows
In principle the rule that the humidity accumulating in a flat should be expelled as efficiently as
possible without loss of the entire heat stored in the walls and without "cooling down" the flat
applies. During the heating period this should not be done by the permanent open tilting of
windows, but by cross-ventilation or brief intensive ventilation, with the windows wide open,
however only for a few minutes.
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6.3.

Ventilation installations in households

Depending on how it is achieved, there is natural and mechanical (forced) ventilation.
Natural ventilation is also called aeration and occurs under the influence of either wind or
temperature difference.
The time required for proper natural ventilation and full air change in the room is described in the
pictures below. The duration depends on the selected ventilation method.
The organization of good natural ventilation depends to a great extent on the temperature
differences, the prevailing wind direction and its average speed in the respective area, the
variations in speed and direction during individual seasons as well as during the day.
The shape of the building and the surrounding environment also affects it. Orientation and location
of windows, doors, roof fans, roof windows, ventilation shafts. Appropriate layout of the ventilation
openings, windows and spaces is necessary to ensure air movement in the right direction.

A
1-5 minutes

B
5–10

minutes

C
10-15 minutes

D

E

15–30 minutes

30–60 minutes

A - Ventilation with wide open windows and doors;
B - Ventilation with wide open windows;
C - Ventilation with few open windows;
D - Ventilation with partially open windows and wide open doors;
E - Ventilation only with partially open windows.
Mechanical ventilation is achieved by creating a system pressure through a fan.
Depending on the type of ventilation, there is local, general exchange and mixed. Local is the one
that is installed at a source of harmfulness (odors, dust, etc.). The simplest example of local
ventilation is the kitchen absorber. Total exhaust ventilation is the one that feeds and sucks air from
the volume of the room. There is, or at least must be, such ventilation in every establishment.
Mixed ventilation, in turn, is a ventilation system with simultaneous common and local ventilation
in one room.
A key factor in managing the operating costs of buildings is to achieve a comfortable microclimate
while reducing energy consumption.
Recovery in ventilation systems is often used to increase the efficiency of these systems and reduce
energy costs. Deteriorating environmental and operating costs are decreasing. The advantages of
an improved microclimate for the inhabitants are indisputable, it increases the working capacity,
reduces the sickness and absences and in this also has a positive economic effect.
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Recovery (recuperation - recovery, recovery) - recovery of energy or materials for reuse in the same
technological process.

Figure 21 Principe of recuperation
Recovery is a process where exhaust air is used to heat or cool the fresh air. Heated or cooled air
passes through a heat exchanger and heats or cools the fresh air. This reduces heating and cooling
costs by delivering heat from heated domestic air to fresh, but cold outside air in the winter and
back in the summer.
64

Tips for ventilation in households

7. Electricity

The electricity that we use is a secondary energy source because it is produced by converting primary
sources of energy such as coal, natural gas, nuclear energy, solar energy, and wind energy into
electrical power. It also referred to as an energy carrier, which means it can be converted to other
forms of energy such as mechanical energy or heat.
The Bulgarian energy system is based on non-renewable energy sources, such as coal (Thermal
power station) and nuclear fuel (Nuclear thermal power station), on the one hand, and is the world's
59th largest energy producer in 2009, with nearly 40 TWh on the other hand, renewable energy
sources such as water, wind and sun.
ELECTICITY GENERATION SHARE AT NATIONAL LEVEL HERE

According to 2011 data a total of 50.7 TWh of electricity is produced in Bulgaria and the structure of
its production is as follows:
Thermal power station - 49.6% (with coal)
Nuclear thermal power station - 32.2% (nuclear power plant)
CHP – 5,2% (district heating power plant)
Factory plant - 3,9% (factory TPP)
RES - 7,3% (renewable sources, including water)
PUMP – 1,8% (pumped storage hydro)
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Each type of power plant plays a different role in the overall energy system. The NPP provides the
cheapest electricity but it takes days to stop and stop it. That's why it works at full power and covers
the lowest part of the annual freight schedule, i.e. works continuously. Putting a TPP takes hours, so
they take up the next part of the schedule - running and stopping with large and sustained increases
or decreases in consumption. The top and most unstable layer of the load schedule is taken over by
HPPs, which are put into operation in minutes.

7.1.

Electricity use in households

The distribution of electricity consumption in households depends mainly on the way of heating. If
the heating is of centralized, by natural gas, coal wood or other fuels and not electricity, the power
consumption is as follows:

Figure 22 Distribution of electricity use in households
Household electricity consumption depends on:
• Of the number of people in a household
• whether the household uses electric heating appliances;
• the number of people in the household;
• whether the water is heated by an electric boiler;
• what type of food preparation is used;
• Number and classes of lighting fixtures;
• number of devices in standby mode;
• the age of the appliances.

7.2.

Electrical devices in households

Refrigerators
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Refrigerators and freezers are one of the biggest energy consumers in a household because they
work constantly.
The average temperature inside the refrigerator is between 2 ° C and 8 ° C. Decreasing the
temperature by one degree increases energy consumption by 6%. Therefore, the internal
temperature setting should not be below 7 ° C. This saves about 30% of electricity compared to an
internal temperature setting of 2 ° C.
As a rule a four person household with an old refrigerator or refrigerator-deep freeze chest will
consume up to 700 kWh per year for the cooling appliances alone1. By comparison, a new
particularly energy-saving combined refrigerator-deep freeze with a refrigerator volume of more than
190 litres and a freezer section of 92 litres requires only around 200 kWh per year. Deciding in favour
of purchasing energy-saving appliances thus saves round two thirds of the electricity required for the
refrigerator and deep freeze.
On the average, before replacing the older appliances households require 720 kWh for refrigeration
and deep-freeze purposes. Following the purchase of new appliances the mean electricity
consumption of these households for refrigeration and deep freeze was only 160 kWh per year.
The main reasons for the high electrical consumption of refrigeration equipment are the following:
High consumption due to:

Reason

Poor thermal insulation

Old appliance

Unsealed door

amortization

High outdoor temperature

Wrong location (sunlight, stove, etc.)

Too low temperature

Incorrect setup

Poor heat dissipation

Insufficient ventilation

A icy refrigerator

Poor support

Criteria for purchasing a new appliance
Before purchasing a requirements analysis is required: Is it worth purchasing a freezer or deep freeze
chest or would a refrigerator with freezer compartment or perhaps a refrigerator-freezer
combination be sufficient?
In the case that the old refrigerator or freezer is too small, it is better to purchase a larger appliance
and take the old one out of service than to purchase a second appliance. A refrigerator with double
the useful volume consumes far less energy than two appliances. When an inefficient old appliance is
also replaced, in spite of the larger useful volume the energy savings can be more than 50%.
In the case that two appliances are in fact required, if possible a colder location should be found for
the freezer unit. And the refrigerator in the kitchen should not be exposed to direct sunlight or
located next to radiators or the stove (an unheated pantry is an ideal location).
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If a freezer is already present, as a rule a refrigerator without a freezer compartment is adequate.
Refrigerators without a freezer compartment requires far less electricity than one with a freezer
compartment or four-star freezer compartment.
Frost-free appliances, today mostly called "no-frost units" on the market, should not be considered.
These appliances have the apparent advantage that the unpleasant task of defrosting is eliminated,
as no frost forms on the inner walls and frozen goods. However, as a rule these units consume
between 10 and nearly 20 per cent more electricity than the usual "low-frost units".
One should carefully consider whether a freezer or a deep freeze chest should be purchased. The
preparation of deep-frozen products is in fact fast and simple, however the preparation of fresh
groceries from the weekly market or directly from the producer is recommended for climate
protection reasons. Furthermore, deep-frozen products entail considerable energy expenditure for
storage and transport. When purchasing fresh groceries, give priority to those identified as regional
products.
Disposal of refrigerators
Refrigerators used in the household function according to the compressor principle. The CFC-based
coolants used for a long time as the coolant are ecologically very questionable, as they contribute
heavily to the degradation of ozone and are therefore damaging to the climate.
A refrigerator may therefore be disposed of only professionally via the hazardous waste
collection stations or via the dealer. During removal it is necessary to ensure that the cooling lines are
not damaged.
Since the mid-1990s newer refrigerators mostly have other coolants, such as butane or R134a. In the
meantime CFCs are banned throughout the EU.
Washing machines and dries
Around 5 % of the electricity consumed in the household is required for washing laundry. The
greatest part of this is for heating the water.
A washing machine requires a small part of the energy input (10 to 20%, according to the wash
program) for the rotation of the washing, while the greatest part serves the heat the soapy water.
The energy requirements for a washing cycle increase with the amount of water and the washing
temperature. The amount of water required for a washing cycle depends upon the machine, but also
upon the selected wash program. In earlier times more than 100 litres of water flowed through the
machine for a standard 60 °C wash program. Today, only somewhat less than 40 to 50 litres are
required for five or even six kilogrammes of laundry. This has been made possible, because today the
laundry, so to say, "showers" and no longer "bathes".
Electricity

Water

Year of
Low
Moderate
High
Low
Moderate
High
manufacture consumption consumption consumption consumption consumption consumption
2010

0.75 kWh

0.9 kWh

1.33 kWh

35 litres

44 litres

55 litres

2005

0.8 kWh

0.94 kWh

1.35 kWh

35 litres

45 litres

65 litres

1999

0.89 kWh

1.08 kWh

1.45 kWh

39 litres

57 litres

90 litres
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Table xx: Comparison of electricity and water consumption for each use with 5 kg front-loaders (standard
program at 60°C). Source: Particularly energy-saving appliances, Energy Agency of North Rhine – Westphalia

The electricity consumption of a conventional old washing machine does not depend upon the filling
level; that is, when only half loaded with the normal wash program the washing machine requires
the same amount of electricity as with a completely filled drum.
If washing with an only partially loaded washing machine is unavoidable in your household, the most
economical washing machines are those which adapt the amount of water to the amount of laundry.
In new washing machines this so-called automatic capacity regulation is already standard.
However, a half-full washing machine still requires considerably more electricity per kilogramme of
laundry than a small, but full washing machine.
Washing temperature
The energy consumption per washing cycle depends strongly on the washing temperature.
Washing temperature

Required
electricity for
each use

Cost per use

30 degree wash

0.35 kWh

0.84 €

40 degree wash

0.50 kWh

1.20 €

60 degree wash

0.95 kWh

2.28 €

95 degree wash

1.7 kWh

4.08 €

Table XX Consumption and costs per washing cycle according to washing temperature with
0.24 Euro-cents /kWh electricity

The selection of the best suited wash program according to the type of textile and the level of soiling
determine the consumption. As a rule, even for heavily soiled textiles no pre-washing is required. At
95 degrees without pre-washing one saves around 40% of the energy consumed with pre-washing. In
view of the washing effectiveness of today's washing machines the 60° program is sufficient for white
laundry (underwear, hand towels). The 95°C program requires nearly double the energy of the 60°
program.
Energy-saving programs
The different extra programs, such as the short program, energy-saving program or the optimisation
of the spin speed, can save energy. With energy-saving programs longer soaking times are used in
place of high washing temperatures. Examine the times required for the respective wash programs in
the user's manual. The so-called energy-saving program sometimes turns out to be more energyintensive than, for example, the short program for slightly soiled laundry.
Energy consumption of dryers
Electrical laundry driers require considerable electricity. In any case, drying laundry in fresh air or in
the laundry room is less expensive.
In winter also, laundry can be dried with little energy consumption in the laundry room, in the cellar
or in another suitable room on the laundry stand, if necessary with a 25 Watt fan (cost of purchase
around 10 Euros) oriented so that the air is blown between the laundry items and causes them to
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move in the air stream. Laundry dried in fresh air delivers water to the air flowing past. With this
trick well spin-dried laundry is dry after one day or already after a few hours. Pleasant side effect:
The continuous motion of the laundry renders it soft and smooth, as in a laundry drier.
Laundry driers are available in three basically different designs:
Ventilation driers introduce ambient air, heat the air and blow it through the laundry, so that it takes
up moisture. The moist hot air is then expelled to the outside. This requires a well-ventilated room
and an exhaust air pipe to the outside in order that the air intake is relatively dry and not moist and
no damage occurs to the building structure due to moist air. Gas-heated ventilation driers have
around only half the low primary consumption of electrically heated ventilation driers.
Condensation driers are more widespread than ventilation driers and require only a single
connection to power. Moist hot air is cooled in a section of the appliance, whereby the moisture
condenses and is collected in a reservoir or immediately passed to the waste water.
The drier air dried and cooled in this manner is heated again and blown through the laundry. Usually
the room air is pumped in a duct through the hot air of the drier, heated and again expelled to the
room in order to heat the drier environment. Alternatively, there are also water cooling systems.
According to design, these appliances require around 10 per cent more energy than ventilation driers
to achieve the same effect. Condensation driers with heat pump function at low hot air temperatures
as standard condensation driers. The heat from the drying process is recovered. With these driers
one can save as much as 50% of the electricity consumption, depending upon the appliance
compared. Cabinet driers, which dry using cold air, have the lowest energy consumption of all but
require very long drying times.
A special form of drier is the washer-drier. These appliances are washing machines which can also dry
laundry. The standard models can e.g. wash 5 kg of laundry and dry 2.5 kg of laundry per wash cycle.
That is, after washing it is necessary to remove half of the laundry and dry the amount remaining. If
this is dry, one then dries the second portion. For the appliances described here drying takes by a
water condensation technique. The heated dry air is led past a water-cooled surface onto which the
water vapour condenses and flows off as water. For drying these appliances also required (cooling)
water. Washer-driers are intended for small households in which a separate drier cannot be installed
and where there is also no possibility to hang laundry on a clothes line to dry.
Decisive for the time and energy consumption required for drying is how much water is admitted to
the laundry. If the laundry is spin-dried at 1,400 instead of 800 rpm, the electricity consumption of
the condensation or ventilation drier is reduced by around 30 %. Driers too function best when
completely filled.
Washer-drier

Ventilation
drier
(electric)

Condensation
drier Clothes line
(without heat pump)

750 €

660 €

675 €

0€

efficient 380 €

400 €

510 €

0€

370 €

250 €

165 €

0€

50 €

30 €

0€

Inefficient appliance
New
appliance
Savings

Savings in electricity 75 €
costs per year

Table xx: Operating costs for washer-driers in a four person household (150 usages per year, cost of electricity
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20 Euro-cents/kWh). Author's calculations.

Energy and water consumption of dishwashers
Dishwashers require electricity above all for heating the water and dishes. This fraction constitutes
around two thirds of the consumption per washing cycle. Reducing the temperature of the
dishwasher from 60 degrees to 50 degrees consumes around 30% less electricity.
When fully loaded, large dishwashers with space for 10 to 14 place settings are more economical in
terms of electricity consumption than smaller dishwashers with space for seven to nine place
settings.
There are usually programs for different degrees of food residues, which differ according to
temperature (40 – 70 °C), washing time (approximately 30 – 120 minutes) and also required energy.
However, nearly every dishwasher has special program settings and the program times can be very
different.
The energy-saving programs of these appliances equally good results are obtained with longer
washing times at lower temperatures, with less energy consumption than with shorter washing times
at higher temperatures.
Temperature

Description

Electricity
consumption

Program time

Water
consumption

35 degrees

"fast"

0.7 kWh

approx. 30 min.

10 l

40 degrees

"mild"

0.9 kWh

approx. 75 min.

15 l

50 degrees

"eco"

1.05 kWh

approx.140
min.

15 l

65 degrees

"normal"

1.6 kWh

approx.140
min.

19 l

70 degrees

"intensive"

1.7 kWh

approx.150
min.

20 l

Examples of electricity and water consumption with a modern dishwasher (12 place settings, full)
Energy consumption for cooking
The average power of an electric stove is 1000 to 1500 Watts (small hot plate), up to 2200 Watts
(large hot plate) per hot plate in use. The oven has a power of around 2 kW. Thus, cooking one hour
with the large hot plate consumes between 2 and 2.2 kWh of electricity.
In terms of energy consumed, gas is more favourable for cooking, as the entire chain leading to
conversion of energy (e.g. coal) to electricity is no longer required. As the price of gas is also less than
that of electricity (6 to 8 Euro-cents/kWh compared with 19 to 21 Euro-cents/kWh) the price
advantage is more than 30 %.
Household size

Annual electricity consumption for
cooking
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1 person

200 kWh

2 persons

390 kWh

3 persons

450 kWh

4 persons

580 kWh
Table XX Mean consumption values for an electric stove. Source: VDEW

Different efficiencies are found according to the type of cooking hob. The higher the efficiency, the
greater the amount of heat directly supplied to the food being cooked in the cooking vessel and not
only to the hot plate itself. Heating to the required temperature consumes between 70 and 80% of
the electricity consumed, leaving only 20 to 30% for further cooking, particularly when the hot plate
step is reduced in due time.
Electricity for heating
The most common appliances in households for heating with electricity:
• air conditioners;
• Calorifers;
• radiators: oil, water, dry (air)
• storage heaters;
The largest share of electricity consumption in households is due to the use of heating appliances
during the winter season.
The energy consumption of electrical appliances is determined by the installed power of the
appliance and the time of use.
Air-conditioners for cooling
Classified by efficiency, the air conditioners rank:
• Conventional - these air conditioners do not change the power they give
• Inverter - these air conditioners change their power smoothly, allowing them to operate in optimal
mode.
• DC inverters - this is a variation of the inverter air conditioner, whose compressor is very efficient,
which is reflected in increasing the efficiency of the whole machine and reducing the consumption of
electricity.
The required installed power of the air conditioners for premises with different heated volume:

Space with dimensions

Required power

Up to 50 m3

2.0 kWh

50-60 m3.

2.7 kWh
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7.3.

60-90 m3

3.5 kWh

90-120 m3

5.0 kWh

120-170 m3.

7.0 kWh

Stand-by losses

The standby mode is the lowest power consumption mode which cannot be switched off (influenced)
by the user and that may persist for an indefinite time when an appliance is connected to the main
electricity supply and used in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
The standby mode is usually a non operational mode when compared to the intended use of the
appliance’s primary function. The measurement of energy consumption and performance of
appliances during other operating modes or intended use are generally specified in the relevant
product standards and are not intended to be covered by this standard.
Losses from standby mode of electrical appliances come from the fact that the appliances are not
completely switched off, but they are in standby mode to switch on and spend energy. The standby
mode is mostly known by TVs. They are in Standby mode to allow switching on and off by remote
control. In such mode, TVs can spend as much energy as they do in the operating mode.
On 1 December 2008, the European Commission adopted an eco-design directive for energy-using
appliances, which sets new requirements for improving their energy efficiency. They also include a
requirement for a maximum of 0.5 - 2 watts of power consumption in the standby mode, which will
gradually decrease. This applies to all new appliances.

Appliance

Stand-by
compsuntion,
Watts

Average time in
standby mode per
day, hours

LCD TV, 80 - 94 cm

1

20

Old TV receiver

6

20

DVD

10

20

Hi fi system

8

22

Radio

2

20

PC with monitor and printer

10

20

Modem + router

7

20
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7.4.

Telephone

2

23

Coffee machine

3

23

Energy labelling of electricity devices

EU energy labels help consumers choose energy efficient products. Products are currently labelled on
a scale of A+++ (most efficient) to G (least efficient). However, as a result of the development of more
and more energy efficient products, products will be gradually relabelled with the reintroduction of
the simpler A to G scale.

Most large household appliances must bear the EU label. The EU energy label must be clearly visible
on the front or top side of every appliance in the sales or exhibition room. Which appliances must be
labelled in this way is defined in the national energy consumption marking act.
At the present time this is required for:
 refrigerators and freezer units
 washing machines
 washer-driers
 laundry driers
 dishwashers
 electric ovens
 room air conditioners
 lamps
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7.5.

Monitoring and calculating electricity energy in households

It is not too difficult to calculate the electricity consumption. Most devices have a label that lists what
is the installed power of the device or how many watts it uses.
There are some easy steps for calculating the electricity consumption in households:

Step 1 Watts Per Day
To calculate energy consumption costs, simply multiply the unit's wattage by the number of hours
use it to find the number of watt-hours consumed each day. For example, let's say you use a 125
watt television for three hours per day. By multiplying the wattage by the number of hours used per
day, we find that you are using 375 watt-hours per day.
125 watts X 3 hours =375 watt-hours per day

Step 2 Convert to Kilowatts
But electricity is measure in kilowatt hours on your electricity bill. Since we know that 1 kilowatt is
equal to 1,000 watts, calculating how many kWh a particular device uses is as easy as dividing by
1,000.
375 watt-hours per day / 1000 = 0.375 kWh per day

Step 3 Usage Over a Month and Year Period
Now to find out how much that's actually going to cost you on your electric bill, you'll have to take
the equation a bit further. First you'll need to figure out how many kWh the TV uses per month.
375 watt-hours per day X 30 days = 11.25 kWh per month
11.25kWh per month *12 = 135 kWh per year

Step 4 Figuring Out the Cost
Next, pull out your last electric bill and see how much you pay per kWh. The price of the electricity
energy in Bulgaria is 0,18 BGN for kWh. To find how much the TV is costing you in a month, multiply
your electricity rate by the kWh per year that you calculated above.
135 kWh per year X 0.18 per kWh = 25 BGN per year

In the table below is shown an example for calculation of the yearly electricity consumption and
electricity costs for typical households’ appliances, depending on the energy class:
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Electrical device

Water heater
Cooker
Grill
Bulbs
Electric blanket
Electric heater
Kettle for hot
water
Coffee machine
Air conditioning
Computer
lamp living room
Microwave
Night Light
Washing machine
Player
Vacuum cleaner
Router
Hair dryer
Clothes dryer
Dishwasher
TV set

2017-1-CY01-KA204-026725

Installed power[Watt]

Units

Working Working Yearly electricity consumption
hours
months
[kWh/year]
per day [month/ye
[h/d]
ar]
G-E
D-B
A - A++

G-E

D-B

A - A++

3000

2200

1800

1

1

12

1080

792

648

3500

3000

2500

1

1

12

1260

1080

2100
80
120
4000

1800
40
80
1200

1000
10
60
0

1
10
1
1

0,06
3
2
3

12
12
4
4

45
86
29
1440

1800

1500

1200

1

0,3

12

1000
0
300
100
1000
100

200
1800
150
50
800
50

60
1200
60
12
600
12

1
2
1
1
1
2

0,1
3
2
3
0,1
1

12
6
12
12
12
12

80
2400
8
2000

50
1800
7
1500

10
1400
6
1000

1
0,2
24
0,05

12
12
12
8

1800
500

1200
125

800
60

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0,5
3

12
12

Yearly electricity costs [lv/year]
G-E
200,00лв.

D-B
146,67лв.

A - A++
120,00лв.

900

233,34лв.

200,00лв.

166,67лв.

39
43
19
432

22
11
14
0

8,40лв.
16,00лв.
5,33лв.
266,67лв.

7,20лв.
8,00лв.
3,56лв.
80,00лв.

4,00лв.
2,00лв.
2,67лв.
0,00лв.

194

162

130

36,00лв.

30,00лв.

24,00лв.

36
0
216
108
36
36
250
29
173
69
24
649
324
540

7
972
108
54
29
18
220
18
130
60
18
581
216
135

2
648
43
13
22
4
150
4
101
52
12
235
144
65

6,67лв.
0,00лв.
40,00лв.
20,00лв.
6,67лв.
6,67лв.
46,30лв.
5,33лв.
32,00лв.
12,80лв.
4,44лв.
120,19лв.
60,00лв.
100,00лв.

1,33лв.
180,00лв.
20,00лв.
10,00лв.
5,33лв.
3,33лв.
40,74лв.
3,33лв.
24,00лв.
11,20лв.
3,33лв.
107,59лв.
40,00лв.
25,00лв.

0,40лв.
120,00лв.
8,00лв.
2,40лв.
4,00лв.
0,80лв.
27,78лв.
0,67лв.
18,67лв.
9,60лв.
2,22лв.
43,52лв.
26,67лв.
12,00лв.
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Stereo system
Freezer
Refrigerator
Iron
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1000
600

1200

800
200

1000

600
100

800

1
1
1
1
1

0,05
1

12
12

0,1

12
12

18
216
431
520
43

14
72
323
200
36

11
36
157
80
29

3,33лв.
40,00лв.
79,82лв.
96,30лв.
8,00лв.

2,67лв.
13,33лв.
59,82лв.
37,04лв.
6,67лв.

2,00лв.
6,67лв.
29,07лв.
14,82лв.
5,33лв.

Table XX Table for calculation of electricity consumption of different appliances in households
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7.6.

Electricity measuring

An electricity measuring device allows the simple measurement of the electricity consumption and
the energy consumption of electrical appliances. Electricity measuring devices are available on the
market in different designs. For use in the household, as a rule a simple device for the measurement
of a maximum of 4 kW is sufficient. The load limit of the measuring device must be observed
What does one have to consider when purchasing a new measuring device?
The measurement range should begin at 0.5 Watt, as otherwise standby losses and losses due to the
pseudo-off state can be measured only very inexactly or not at all. Unfortunately, large chain stores
frequently offer – altogether inexpensive – measuring devices which fail to fulfil just this criterion!
The electricity measuring device should be as exact as possible, feature a clearly visible display and
allow simple operation. It should be possible to read the electricity consumption directly in Watts.
Simpler and less expensive devices, which measure less exactly, can be used for the measurement of
consumption by the refrigerator. Besides the indication of the current power, a storage function for
the long-term measurement of consumption by the refrigerator is absolutely necessary! An internal
measuring device measures the time and energy consumption since the installation of the device.
Always make certain that the memory is set to zero at the beginning of the measurement. Also, after
removing the measuring device it must be possible to read out the stored "time" and "energy
consumption" data again.
Most measuring devices also indicate the electricity costs arising from the measured energy
consumption. The basic price of electricity is usually pre-set, but can be adapted manually.

Figure 23 Example of a
device for the measurement of electricity with a measuring accuracy
of
1 Watt for a price of 30 Euros. Source: www.no-e.de

Figure 24 Example of a device for the measurement of electricity with a measuring accuracy of
0.2 Watts for a price of 50 Euros. Source: www.no-e.de
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7.7.

Reading the energy bills

Heating bills:
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Explanation of the heating bill according to the national context
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Electricity bill:

EXPLANATION OF THE ELECTRICITY BILL
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Electricity

saving tips

8. Lighting
8.1.

Introduction in lighting in households

Lighting in an average household represents about 10% of all energy consumption. The potential for
savings in lighting is very high. Energy-saving lamps can reduce annual consumption by half - from
200 kWh to 100 kWh without loss of comfort.
The many terms used in connection with lighting can be downright confusing. In this section the
most important terms for the energy saving check are therefore briefly introduced and their meaning
made clear.
Luminous flux
Luminous flux refers to the amount of light which a lamp produces. Luminous flux is measured in
lumens (lm). The higher the number of lumens produced by a lamp, the brighter the lamp. Since
2010 the lumen output of energy-saving lamps must be specified and is now generally found on the
packaging.
Illuminance
The basic parameter for the planning of lighting systems is the required illuminance. The illuminance
expresses the amount of light falling on a surface. It is measured in lux (lx).
Lux = lumen per square metre
For the workplace, different minimum illuminances are specified according to application. These vary
from 50 lux in corridors and 200 to 500 lux in typical working areas to 1500 lux in Quality Control. An
illuminance between 20,000 and 100,000 lux is required on the surface of an operating room table.
Luminous efficiency
The so-called luminous efficiency of a lamp describes the amount of light produced in relation to the
required energy input. it is calculated as the ratio of the luminous flux (lumens) to the electrical
power input (Watts).
Luminous efficiency = Lumens per Watt
The higher the "lumens per Watt value" (lm/W) of a lamp, the better the energy efficiency. This value
is therefore a measure of the lamp's efficiency.
The table below shows the luminous efficacy of the various lamps:
Lamp type

Incandescent lamp

Luminous efficiency
Lumens per Watt

=

12
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Halogen lamp

15-25

High performance LEDs

80

Energy-saving lamps

60-70

Fluorescent lamps (cold light)

100

Color of light
The color of light is the result of the spectral composition of light produced by a light source. The
color of the light can be formed either by certain individual colors of a certain wavelength or by a
mixture of several wavelengths or regions of wavelengths in a certain spectrum.
Candles, incandescent lamps and the sun are our important sources of light. They have one thing
in common: the color of light depends on the temperature. A heated object will glow red at first,
and as the hotter the light will shift from yellow to white to blue.
The temperature of the light is expressed in Kelvin (K).

Figure 25 Kelvin Temperature Chart
The table below shows the color temperatures of different light sources. As you can see, the
incandescent lamp has a lower color temperature than the fluorescent lamp. The higher the
value of the color temperature, the "colder" the light.

Light source

Color temperature

Candle

1 500 K

Incandescent lamp (60 W)

2 680 K
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Halogen lamp

3 000 K

Fluorescent lamp

4 000 K

Morning / afternoon sun

5 000 K

Lazy sun in a cloudy sky

5 500-5 800 K

Daytime Lamp - Full Spectrum

6 500 K

Cloudy skies

6 500-7 500 K

Fog

7 500-8 500 K

Heaven shortly before and after sunset or sunrise

9 000-12 000 K

A clear northern sky

15 000-27 000 K

8.2.

Different types of lamps

Incandescent lamps
The incandescent lamp was invented and patented by Thomas Edison more than 125 years ago
(1879), at that time with charred bamboo or carbon filaments). Millions are still sold today and
function according to the same principle: A wound tungsten wire is electrically heated to white heat,
emitting – among other things – visible light, but unfortunately also heat. 95% of the power input is
converted to heat.
In a normal ambient environment, due to the presence of oxygen and the high operating
temperatures the filament would immediately undergo combustion to tungsten oxide. For this
reason, a glass bulb is used to protect the filament against ambient air. As metal is continuously
evaporated from the filament during operation, the size of the filament depends essentially upon the
wire material. Conventional incandescent lamps and high-power incandescent lamps require a large
glass bulb in order that the deposit can be distributed over a larger surface and not significantly
impair the transparency of the glass bulb over the life of the lamp.
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Figure 26 Incandescent lamps
Incandescent lamps have a light output of about 12 to 15 lm / W (lumen per watt). Lighting efficiency
rises as the temperature rises. In this situation, however, the life of the lamp is reduced. At 2700
Kelvin incandescent lamps can shine for about 1000 hours, but at 3400 Kelvin (studio lamps), they
only light for a few hours.
For energy saving and climate protection, the sale of incandescent lamps is prohibited in some
countries (including in the EU).
Halogen lamps
Halogen lamps are a further development of incandescent lamps in which a halogen gas surrounds
the filament. With an operating temperature of around 3,000 K, they achieve a luminous efficiency
of around 25 lm/W (by comparison, an incandescent lamp achieves around 15 lm/W and an energysaving lamp around 60 lm/W). They are therefore around 20 to 30% more efficient than
incandescent lamps. Their useful life is approximately 2,000 hours in operation.
In addition, improved so-called IRC halogen lamps, in which the inside of the glass bulb is coated with
a special infrared layer which reflects the infrared radiation of the lamp back to the filament, are also
available. Due to this effect the IRC halogen lamp achieves a luminous efficiency around 30% higher
than that of a conventional halogen lamp. With a useful life of around 4,000 hours, it also has a
significantly longer useful life. In spite of this, even IRC halogen lamps are not even half as efficient as
standard energy-saving lamps.

Figure 27 Halogen lamp
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Besides (high-voltage) halogen lamps operated with normal mains voltage (230 Volts), there are also
low-voltage halogen lamps with a supply voltage 12 or 24 Volts. These are therefore equipped with a
transformer which steps down the voltage to the required low-voltage level. With these systems it is
necessary to make certain that the on/off switch for the light also disconnects the transformer from
the mains, as constant standby losses would otherwise occur with the transformer.
Halogen lamps achieve a colour rendering comparable with that of classical incandescent lamps.
Spent halogen lamps can be disposed of via normal household waste.
Note: As the UV radiation emitted is dangerous for the ocular conjunctiva and can even cause
sunburn, halogen lamps must always have a glass covering. The higher temperatures arising with a
halogen lamp also represent a fire hazard if minimum distances are not observed.
Fluorescent lamps
The structure of a fluorescent lamp is comprised of a gas-filled glass tube with an electrode at each
end. It is commonly referred to as a neon tube, although it utilises mercury vapour and, as inert gas,
the far more common and less expensive argon and not neon. Turning on requires a starting voltage
in order to ionise the gas filling of the fluorescent lamp. The gas then becomes electrically conductive
and produces light, part of this in the invisible ultraviolet range. In order to enhance the visible light
yield, the inside of the discharge tube is coated with a fluorescent material (from which the name
fluorescent lamp derives).
The fluorescent lamp requires a starting resistor (choke) in order to limit the flow of current through
the lamp. This choke is described as the ballast and is found in all fluorescent. Here one distinguishes
between conventional ballasts, low-loss ballasts – a further development of conventional ballasts –
and the electronic ballasts commonly used today. The latter have the highest efficiency and can be
recognised by the fact that the lamps do not flicker when turning on.
According to the design the luminous efficiency is between 45 and 100 lumens per Watt (by
comparison, an incandescent lamp has around 10–15 lm/W) and therefore have a high energy.
Compared with incandescent lamps, fluorescent lamps require approximately 70 to 85 % less energy.
The tube diameter of fluorescent lamps is standardised. The diameter in eighths of an inch (25.4
mm/8 = 3.175 mm) is specified following the letter "T" (for "tube").Thus, for example, a T5 tube has a
diameter 5/8 inches, or approximately 16 mm.
Standard fluorescent lamps (T8) with conventional ballast have a useful life of 6,000 to 8,000 hours. A
modern fluorescent lamp (T5) with electronic ballast achieves a useful life of 25,000 hours and
special versions even up to 80,000 hours!
Fluorescent lamps must be disposed of via a collection station (recycling centre).
The energy-saving lamps finding use with the power-saving check also belong to the category of
fluorescent lamps. Energy-saving lamps are compact fluorescent lamps! As these assume an
important role for the power-saving check, a separate section is devoted to the subject of energysaving lamps.
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Figure 28 Fluorescent lamps
Perhaps the greatest disadvantage of fluorescent lamps is that, in contrast to incandescent lamps,
they produce no continuous colour spectrum. Three-band fluorescent lamps represent a significant
improvement in respect of colour rendering and luminous flux. With these lamps the fluorescent
coating is comprised of a mixture of three fluorescent materials, which produce light in the red,
green and blue regions of the visible spectrum. The best colour rendering is found with so-called fullspectrum fluorescent lamps – with which the lowest colour distortions occur. The spectrum is similar
to daylight and nearly as continuous. This is achieved using at least four different fluorescent
materials (five-band fluorescent lamps).
Light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
The light-emitting diode (abbreviated LED) is a semiconductor electronic component. When current
flows in the conducting direction it radiates light according to the material. This light is virtually
monochromatic (that is, of only a single colour).

Figure 29

Light-emitting diodes

In order to obtain white light either individual diodes of different colours are mixed or the LED is
combined with a photo-luminescent material, similar to a fluorescent lamp. For lighting purposes the
latter variant is nearly always employed, as this is less expensive.
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Many LEDs currently available on the market have luminous efficiency of 30–60 lumens/Watt. The
efficiency is therefore better than that of incandescent and halogen lamps, but in part less than that
of fluorescent and energy-saving lamps.
The lumen value depends strongly on the light colour and, for warm white LEDs, is significantly less
than for cold white LEDs. A further parameter is the output per unit: the higher the output of a single
LED, the poorer its efficiency.
As a rule light-emitting diodes become gradually weaker and do not fail abruptly. The lifetime (light
degradation) of an LED is the time after which the luminous efficiency falls off to half of its original
value. For LEDs with low currents the useful life can be up to 100,000 hours. High temperatures
(usually due to large currents) drastically reduce the life of LEDs. Currently available high-output LEDs
have lifetimes of 15,000 to 30,000 hours. LED lamps available on the market in the form of
incandescent lamps also already have a lifetime of more than 10,000 hours.
Due to their long lifetimes, insensitivity to shock and bundled light beam, LEDs are particularly well
suited for such applications as automobile lighting, traffic signals, exterior lighting and lighting effects.
Furthermore, they are of increasing interest for other applications also.
Since 2007 LED lamps are increasingly appearing on the market for the commonly found E27 and E14
incandescent lamp bases. However, until now many of these only produce a brightness comparable
with that of a conventional 20 Watt incandescent lamp.
Currently, LED bulbs represent the most economical solution on the market. They feature a very long
service life of 20,000 to 50,000 working hours. LED bulbs are not affected by frequent switching on
and off. The average return on investment in an LED bulb is less than 1 year, with an average daily use
of 5 hours.

Figure 30 2.5 Watt LED spotlight with GU10 and E27 lamp base, roughly corresponding to a
20 Watt incandescent lamp, with a cost of 19 Euros. Source: ELV-Electronics
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Figure 31 Efficiency of different types of lamps

8.3.

Health consideration of lighting and disposal of lamps

The different colour temperatures affect our sense of well-being and our performance capabilities. It
is therefore meaningful to have different colour temperatures in living areas, according to
requirement: "cold" or "blue" light is perceived as encouraging and invigorating. On the other hand,
"warm light" (reddish) is perceived as relaxing and soporific.
In light therapy, cold light is introduced to counter winter depressions. Furthermore, it improves 3D
vision and eye-hand coordination and also enhances contrasts. Colder light
(4,000 K to 8,000 K) is therefore well suited for the workplace, while warm light (≈ 2.700 K) is better
suited for living rooms and, above all, for bedrooms.
Full-length daytime lamps provide light close to that coming from the sun during the day (6,500 K)
and are recommended for good health.
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Figure 32 Comparison of energy-saving lamps with different color temperatures.

8.4.

Criteria when buying lamps

The efficiency classification of lighting is defined according to the power and the luminous flux.
Common incandescent lamps belong to efficiency classes D, E, F and G. Low-voltage halogen lamps,
typically operated from a 12 Volt supply, are often in efficiency classes B and C. High-voltage halogen
lamps, directly operated from a 230 Volt supply, are only more compact, but often no brighter or
energy-saving than normal incandescent lamps. This is reflected in their allocation to efficiency
classes between D and F. LED bulbs and energy-saving bulbs fall into energy class A.

The most important criteria for buying new lamps are:
 working life
 light performance (the bigger, the better)
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8.5.

color rendering (light color quality index)
Brightness after switching on
number of turns before the lamp stops running
Mercury content

Motion detectors and dimmers

1.1. Energy saving tips for lighting
Motion detectors and dimmers are part of lighting management systems. Lighting control systems
play an important role in the reduction of energy consumption of the lighting while enhancing
occupant comfort and productivity. The lighting management provide flexible control over the
lighting in the spaces and support energy savings by reducing the amount of power or amount of
time a lighting system is in use

9. Water use in households
9.1.

Consumption of water in households

An average three-person household consumes approximately 360 litres of water per day. The average
consumption per person is therefore around 120 litres per day, or 40 cubic metres per year.
Nearly half of the water consumption in the household is required for bathing, showering and
flushing toilets. Around one fourth of the water consumption is required for washing laundry and
dishwashers. Only a small part – approximately 5% - is used for cooking and drinking.

Figure 33 Water consumption per person. Source: Energy Agency of North Rhine – Westphalia
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A significant part of the water consumption is unnecessary; that is, the same level of usage could be
achieved with a smaller amount of water. Dealing more consumption-consciously with water and a
few smaller investments are sufficient to reduce the consumption of water by around 30%. In respect
of hot water, this amounts to double savings: here the energy costs for heating the water can also be
reduced.
A similar double benefit due to savings of hot water also applies for washing machines and
dishwashers: Low water consumption leads to less consumption of electricity for heating the water in
the respective appliance.

9.2.

Water prices at national levels

The Energy and Water Regulatory Commission (CEWR) adopts and approves the prices of water
supply and sewerage services
The price of 1 m3 of water in the city of Plovdiv as of 15.12.2017 is determined as follows: / the
prices do not include VAT /.
В и К услуги
Доставянe на вода на потребителите:
Битови и приравнени към тях
потребители
Отвеждане на отпадъчни води
Пречистване на отпадъчни води:
Битови и приравнени към тях
потребители:
Промишлени и други стопански
потребители:
Степен на замърсяване 1
Степен на замърсяване 2
Степен на замърсяване 3

Цени (лв./куб.м)
1,212
0,117
0,504

0,595
0,867
1,139

Water consumption in households is monitored through:
• Cold water meters;
• Hot water meter, when the DHW supply is by district heating company - depend on the indication
of the heat meter in the AC and the consumption determined by the individual water meters in the
properties of the consumers.

9.3.

Calculation of water consumption in households

Example of a calculation: Saving the costs of water in the household
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For a water consumption of around 120 litres per person per day, a family of four consumes 480 litres
per day, equivalent to around 175,000 litres or 175 cubic metres per year. How high are the costs of
water alone (without considering the energy for the preparation of hot water)?
For an assumed total price of 4 Euros per cubic metre (including the cost of waste water) a family of
four then has annual water costs of 700 Euros. Dealing more consumption-consciously with water
allows savings of 30% per person, so that a family of four can save a total of 210 Euros each year.

9.4.

Domestic hot water

Whether the household use an electric water heater, centralized heating plant, a gas boiler or any
other way for domestic hot water, the provision of domestic hot water is the second largest expense
of the total energy costs of each household.
Warming up water from the thermal power plant is a convenience to households as there is no limit
to the amount of hot water that can be consumed. However, unnecessary waste of natural resources
is putting the family budget at risk and damaging the environment we live in.

9.5.

Analyse the water bills

Water saving tips

10.
10.1.

Renewable energies
Solar energy

Solar thermal energy, which is formed by the conversion of solar radiation into heat. This energy can
be used directly for heating or indirectly for electrical energy by generating steam that drives
generators. The mainly use of solar collectors is for warming up a water for domestic purposes.
There are two types of solar collectors – vacuum-pipe and plate panels as the vacuum-pipe collectors
have always been the most efficient power generation systems. Despite the increasing demand for
solar collectors, modern manufacturing techniques have led to cost savings, so vacuum technology
offers the greatest return on investment compared to any other solar system.
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Figure 34 Vacuum-pipe solar collectors

Figure 35 Flat plate solar collectors
The vacuum-pipe solar collectors consist of two layers of glass with a vacuum between the layers.
The outer layer of the solar tube is made of borosilicate glass, which is very low in iron and allows
98% of the light energy to pass through the 2nd inner layer, which is also specially coated. These
coatings and advanced technology are what makes these solar collectors have even more thermal
parameters than any other collector on the market. The special selective coating changes the shortwave solar radiation in long-term radiation waves with almost 94% efficiency and only 6% of solar
energy is lost
Vacuum-pipe with heat pipe technology – principle of action:
1. Solar Absorption: Solar thermal energy is absorbed into the vacuum tubes and is converted into
usable concentrated heat.
2. Solar heat transfer: The heat pipes are made of copper tubes that are filled with heat transfer gas
to transfer heat from the solar pipe to the main copper pipe.
3. Solar thermal storage: The thermal expansion of the gas transfers the solution (water or other
liquid) from the pipes and is pumped into the main copper pipe. As the solution circulates through
the copper tube, the temperature rises by 5.10 ° C / 18.9 ° F.
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Figure 36 Vacuum-pipes solar collectors – heat exchange principe (source: emde-solar)

Figure 37 Components of solar heating installation
The solar hot water tank can be installed with a reservoir of 80 to 200 liters of solar hot water,
depending on the model selected. Typically, it is connected to the existing water supply system of
the customer. When the hot water in the tank is already hot, the heating elements of the existing
tank should not work. They can be used when we want to have hot water early in the morning, for
example, when draining the boiler the previous night.
Linking the collector and tank together in a system consisting of valves, controller and pump creates
a complete pumping hot water installation that has modern control and control mechanisms.
Advantages of solar systems:
- reducing bills for almost 50%;
- ensuring the need for hot water during the summer period at 100%;
- provide 40-70% of annual hot water consumption;
- ability to work in cloudy weather;
- Easy planning for installation.
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10.2.

PV installations for households

Photovoltaic solar energy is formed by the transformation of light into electricity through
semiconductors. A solar battery, also called a solar cell, a photocell, a photoelectric converter, is a
semiconductor devices that converts light energy into electrical. This is one of the most
environmentally friendly ways to extract electrical energy. Generated electricity can be used either at
the moment or stored in solar batteries. A typical photovoltaic system employs solar panels, each
comprising a number of solar cells, which generate electrical power. PV installations may be groundmounted, rooftop mounted or wall mounted. The mount may be fixed, or use a solar tracker to
follow the sun across the sky.

Figure 38 Application of PV panels on the building facade
Solar cells can be made from about a dozen different materials. Up to now, the most significant of
these is crystalline silicon.
Monocrystalline silicon cells
They are made of a single crystal of high purity silicon crystal, cylindrical shape which is cut into thin
plates with a thickness of 0.2-0.3 mm.
Circular plates are obtained which, for the purpose of efficient use of the the edges are cut out and
shaped like an octagon.
The most common cell size is 100 mm. Mass produced monocrystalline cells have an efficiency of
about 23% and a modulus of 13-17%. This are the most expensive and most energy-intensive cells for
the time being.
Polycrystalline (multicrystalline) silicon cells
They are made by casting, cooled in mold and, when hardened, form irregular poly (multi) crystalline
structures. Their surface is brilliant with characteristic blue color. Blue color has the best optical
properties: and absorbs the greatest amount of light. The square silicon block is cut to 0.3 mm thick
plates. The efficiency of the cell is about 17% and the module 11-15%. The polycrystalline cells
typically have a size of 100x100 mm. They have a larger market share.
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Figure 39 Different view of monocristalline and polycristalline photovoltaic panels
Thin Film Solar Cells - thin-film technologies with copper-indium coatings selenide and cadmium
tellurite - are a promising alterantique of silicon. They have lower efficiency but are resistant to
high temperatures and high temperatures shadowing, and allow for lower production costs.
Film thickness varies from a few nanometers (nm) to tens of micrometers (µm), much thinner than
thin-film's rival technology, the conventional, first-generation crystalline silicon solar cell (c-Si), that
uses wafers of up to 200 µm. This allows thin film cells to be flexible, and lower in weight. It is used
in building integrated photovoltaics and as semi-transparent, photovoltaic glazing material that can
be laminated onto windows. Other commercial applications use rigid thin film solar
panels (sandwiched between two panes of glass) in some of the world's largest photovoltaic power
stations.

Figure 40 Thin-film sollar panel
Nominal power of the PV installations
The maximum amount of energy a cell can produce (module) is called nominal / peak power (Wp).
Generally, the amount of electricity produced is proportional of the amount of light falling on it: the
greatest is direct radiation - strong sunlight without clouds. Peak power is defined under standard
test conditions: 1000 W / m2 sunshine and cell temperature 25 oC.
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The required area to generate 1 kWp for different cell types is as following: monocrystal 7-9 m2,
polycrystalline-8-9 m2, thin-film copper - 11-13 m2, amorphous silicon - 16-20 m2.
Influence of temperature on cell performance
Cell efficiency decreases with increasing temperature. Energy production declines by 0.5% to each
degree Celsius increase of the temperature. At 30 oC, it decreases by 15%. Crystalline cells are more
sensitive than thin films. In the amorphous silicon productivity decreases by 0.2% every degree in the
temperature range promotion. In summer, the module's temperature may reach 40-70 ° C.
Therefore, the modules should be kept as cool as possible!
Cooling is very important! In fact, on a sunny winter day, the production peak may be higher than on
a hot summer day.
Other Factors Affecting Cell Efficiency
- loss of reflection - part of the radiation is reflected by the surface of the cells - decreases with antireflex coating;
- the radiation is not ingested - part of the radiation does not have enough energy to emit electrons
from the atoms;
- the radiation is too strong - if the radiation has more energy to break off electrons, excess energy is
lost - the cells are heated; temperature, shading, premature recombination before reaching P / N
transition, electrical loss.

10.3.

Geothermal installation

Geothermal, or "warmth on the ground", boreholes are needed to reach the heat. The depth of
drilling depends on the temperature. In shallow drilling the temperature is too low to be used
directly for heating. Then a heat pump is needed to raise the temperature.
Geothermal heat pump is mostly used in places that are poor in sunlight and is an alternative to the
solar system. The geothermal installation works contrary to the refrigerator principle. It delivers a
compressive force to the compressor, which compresses a refrigerant, which in turn absorbs heat by
evaporation in the environment.
There are two ways to extract geothermal energy:
The most common option is by installing a drill bit:
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Figure 41 Drilled geo thermal heat pump

For a meter drilling, the probe generates up to 80 watts of energy. Soil and groundwater play a key
role in reducing productivity, in dry areas it can fall to less than 20 watts per meter.
Different soil and thermal yield in watts per meter:
• Dry, sandy: 20W / m
• Wet, sandy: 40W / m
• Wet, rocky: 60W / m
• Groundwater: 80W / m
The other option is flat collector:

Figure 42 Geo thermal heat pump with flat collector
A flat collector occupies considerable space, so it is good to plan it right from the start of the project.
This system consists of pipes that are laid at no more than a meter and a half depth. For a singlefamily house, between 200 and 400 square meters of collector area are required dry, clay soil. By
rough estimate, the collector system's dimensions must be at least twice the area of the house.
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For optimal use, moist soil and regular sunlight are most suitable, as most of the energy produced is
stored in the ground.
Soil and extraction capacity at flat collector:
• Dry, sandy soil: 15W / m
• Wet, sandy soil: 20W / m
• Dry, clay soil: 25W / m
• Wet, loamy soil: 30W / m
• Ground over groundwater: 35W / m
Advantages of using a geothermal heat pump installation.
- the unit price of a heating system with this type of system is 4-5 times lower than the price of
conventional electric heating and about 2-3 times the use of other fuels;
- no fuels used for heating - no dependence on the price of the respective fuels;
- not affected by atmospheric conditions;
- No emission of emissions;
- the energy source is always available;
- easy maintenance and operation;
Requirements prior to installation of the geothermal heat pump.
Studies before installation of the respective installation type:
- Required water flow - 24 hour sample pumping from the wells;
- water temperature - at a depth of 20m, the temperature is about 10oC. Significant deviations
from this value are a sign of permeate surface water in the underground;
- physicochemical composition of water - analysis in an authorized laboratory;
- determining the required number of wells and their location in order to ensure the necessary
water flow.

10.4.

Water energy

Water Energy: uses water to flow directly into HPP or converted to turbine power. Typically, the dam
retains the water and when it is sufficiently filled, the water starts and drives turbines that generate
electricity. More than 16% (500 TWh) of electricity in Europe is generated through HPPs.
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10.5.

Biofuels

Biofuels are the oldest source of energy used for heating, cooking or producing electricity. It is
considered a renewable resource if the yield of material does not exceed the rate of growth of
biomass.
Biofuels is a general term that covers a range of fuel types.
These include wood from biomass crops, agricultural and forestry residues, bio-diesel, ethanol and
methanol, and biogas from anaerobic digestion processes.
Bioenergy can be generated from:
 Trees and crops which may be grown specifically for their energy content or be a by-product
of another activity (e.g. wood residue from forest harvesting)
 Biomass in waste products which results from industrial, commercial, agricultural and
domestic activities (e.g. animal manure, animal fat and municipal solid waste).
Biomass boilers and cogeneration plants are two of the types of technology which can be
used to generate bioenergy.
Different types of bioenergy can be used for different purposes including:


Wood energy – which is energy from wood pellets or wood residue used for industrial or
commercial heat and/or electricity generation.

Wood pellets - made from dried and milled waste, pressed under high pressure and at high
temperature, in the form of small cylinders. They do not contain adhesive substances. Lignin, which is
contained in plant tissues at temperatures above 100 ° C, softens and allows the material to acquire
the corresponding shape, as it appears, as a natural glue that supports the shape of the pellets.
Basic Parameters of Wood Pellets:
- ash content: due to the fact that they are of natural origin, biomass has a certain amount of noncombustible Basic Parameters mineral mass that is naturally absorbed or mechanically encapsulated
in the final product. Wood pellets are produced from the core of the wood. When the bark comes
into them, the ash content increases and their quality is reduced. The ash content of woody biomass
is less than that in cereal crops.
- moisture content: The moisture content is mainly 8 ÷ 10%, which guarantees mechanical strength
of the fuel;
- mechanical resistance. This parameter characterizes their resistance to shredding during transport.
The high mechanical strength of the pellets guarantees a lower degree of pellet crushing and troublefree operation of the feeder mechanisms.
Different equipment requirements for mechanical resistance are different and should be taken into
account when buying fuel.
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Figure 43 Wooden pelets for heating
Wood briquettes - a product similar to pellets (obtained identically to wood pellets) but with a larger
diameter (Ø 40-80 mm). Various feedstock can be used to produce them. Depending on this, the
briquettes can be of deciduous wood (oak) or of coniferous wood (pine), etc.
As with pellets, the production process of wood briquettes involves several stages: crushing the raw
material, drying and pressing.
Basic Parameters:
- Ash content is <1.5%.
- Calorific value ~ 4500kcal / kg

Figure 44 Wooden briquettes

Wood chips - product that is produced by mechanized chipping of wood.
Wooden chips are raw material, which is made from inferior waste wood (wood pulp), pre-cut
logging wood and / or wood for felling that is not suitable for woodworking. The wood chips is the
main raw material for the production of paper, corrugated cardboard and in the last years it has to be
used mainly as an energy raw material. Depending on the type of wood, the wood chips can be made
from hardwood (beech, oak, hornbeam, etc.) or softwood (pine, fir, poplar, etc.). The difference in
chips obtained from different tree species (soft and hard) is mainly in density and, accordingly, in its
energy value.
Parameters:

Softwood Chips

Hardwood Chips

Energy value *: (at about 20%
humidity)

4 kW/kg (14.4 MJ/kg; 3439
kcal/kg)

4.1 kW/kg (14.76 MJ/kg; 3512
kcal/kg)
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Humidity:
Density:
Dimensions:
Ashes content:
Unit of measure:
Price:

20-60%

20-60%

172 kg/m3

232 kg/m3

30 х 15 х 3 mm

30 х 15 х 3 mm

3-5 %

3-5%

t

t

83лв /тон (без ДДС)

83 лв /тон (без ДДС)

Figure 45 Wooden chips
Sunflower pellets - a product made from secondary raw materials. They are harvested from
sunflower seeds, which are waste from oil-producing plants and nut production plants (roasted
peeled sunflower seeds). The technology for their pelleting is very similar to that of wood pellets.
The difference is that sunflower flakes are of lower humidity (10-15% sunflower is used for the
production of sunflower oil or nuts).
Basic Parameters:
Energy value: 5.1 kW / kg (14.76 MJ / kg, 3525 kcal / kg)
Humidity: 10-15%
Density: 350 kg / m3
Dimensions: Ø 6 mm x 10-25 mm
Ash content: 5%
Unit of measure: t (ton)
Price: 215 leva / ton (VAT included)
Packaging: Bulk or Big Beg (1.2 x 1.2 x 2 m)



Biofuel – energy from plant and animal matter (often blended with petrol or diesel) used for
heating or transport fuel (e.g. bioethanol used in a commercial vehicle).
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Biogas –the combustible gas (mainly methane) given off during the breakdown of biomass used
to generate energy

Figure 46 Biogas installation

10.6.

Wind energy

Wind power is the use of air flow through wind turbines to provide the mechanical power to
turn electric generators. Wind power, as an alternative to burning fossil fuels, is plentiful, renewable,
widely distributed, clean, produces no greenhouse gas emissions during operation, consumes no
water, and uses little land. The net effects on the environment are far less problematic than those
of non-renewable power sources.
Wind energy is generated using turbines which capture the natural power of the wind to drive a
generator. The large wind farms seen around the countryside generally supply electricity to the
national grid. However, the availability of a variety of turbine types and sizes means that you can
generate your own electricity supply for use onsite. Wind energy is not normally considered as a
building application, but there is a growing tendency to consider wind turbines for urban situations.
The two main turbine types available are:
 Free-standing turbines, which are available in a range of sizes and can be used singularly or in
groups. Small free-standing turbines are already in use at businesses throughout the Europe.
 Building-mounted turbines, which are usually installed on roofs. These are not currently
widely used, although a few examples are beginning to appear (micro wind turbines that are
smaller than 5kW).
In general, small wind turbines are best suited to rural settings that are exposed to strong and
consistent wind, and where there is no connection to the electricity network or grid.
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Figure 47 Free-standing turbines

10.7.

Energy storage

The NZEB concept, which was firstly introduced in the recast of the energy performance buildings
DirectiveError! Reference source not found., requires that the majority of thermal and electrical
energy needs of a building are locally covered, using on-site renewable energy sources. The most
suitable RES technology for integration in buildings are photovoltaics (PVs), mainly due to their
modular structure and small installation space. Consequently, a substantial amount of intermittent
PVs is expected to be connected to the electrical distribution networks in the following years.
High PV penetration levels may result in unacceptable stress on the electrical grids during hours with
high solar power generation. The most important technical challenges that may arise include
overvoltage, overloading of network equipmentError! Reference source not found., and fault
protection issues. For this reason, distribution system operators may limit the installed capacity in
certain feeders where such problems are expected to rise. These technical issues can be effectively
tackled, using energy storage systems to store locally the energy that is not consumed during high
generation periods.
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Figure 48 PV energy storage scheme
There are 3 different types at the moment of solar battery storage systems for households:




Lead acid batteries
Lithium ion batteries
Flow batteries

Lead Acid Batteries
This type of battery has been used for decades as part of renewable energy storage systems,
normally when people have tried to make the transition to living off grid. They are the cheapest type
of battery on the market at present, however they are limited on the number of charging cycles they
can handle before they need replacing. Also lead acid batteries often require more maintenance then
either lithium or flow batteries.

Figure 49 Lead acid baterry
Lithium Ion Batteries
Lithium ion batteries are the current favourites used by many battery manufacturers. These batteries
are marginally more expensive than Lead acid batteries but can be charged and discharged far
more meaning they last longer. Lithium Ion batteries also tend to take up far less space than lead acid
batteries and they are also self contained so they can sit easily indoors on a wall or out of the way –
basically they are maintenance free.
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Figure 50 Lithium Ion Battery
Flow Batteries
These are the newest technology and could well be the future due to the fact that they can be
charged and discharged theoretically an infinite number of times. There are two issues with Flow
batteries – firstly they are expensive, about twice the price of the Lithium Ion batteries. Secondly
they are very complex, often requiring ancillary equipment such as pumps, sensors, control units and
secondary containment vessels. This obviously adds to the cost, but also means they generally take
up a big amount of space.

Figure 51 Flow baterry

11.

CO2 emissions

11.1.

Calculation of CO2 from heating and electricity consumption in households

The energy performance of the building (energy consumption per year) has an ecological
equivalent of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, which is determined by the formula:

m

EC P    Qi f i .10 6
 i 1

Where:
- EcP is the amount of CO2 emissions (tonnes);
- Qi - the amount of energy resource / energy in annual energy consumption (kWh);
- fi - coefficient of ecological equivalent of the type of energy resource / energy (g / kWh),
according to the same ordinance:

Type of energy source

Transformation
coefficient

Ecological equivalence
factor fi
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12.

–

g СО2/kWh

Industrial gas oil and diesel

1,1

267

Fuel oil

1,1

279

Natural gas

1,1

202

Propane-butane

1,1

227

Black coal

1,2

341

Lignite / brown coal

1,2

364

Anthracitic coal

1,2

354

Briquette

1,25

351

Wood pellets, briquettes and
wood

1,05

43

Heat from centralized heat supply

1,30

290

Electricity

3,0

819

Good practices for energy efficiency in households

Current energy consumption patterns are unsustainable: the world is using excessive amounts of
energy, and non-renewable energy sources are rapidly dwindling. Energy can be conserved in many
ways, and choosing energy-efficient goods is one of them.
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The consumers need to be able to make educated decisions when buying electrical appliances.
Information about the energy certificate and labelling systems of the European Union can be
helpful when making these choices. It is also important for the households to know how much
energy is actually used by their appliances. There are many readily available tools to help you
calculate your energy consumption and implement energy-saving solutions.
There are some good practices for reducing energy consumption in households:
 Analyses of the current energy consumption and calculation the costs by making a list of
the electrical appliances (especially energy-efficient goods) in the home:
Non-renewable energy resources such as crude oil, natural gas and coal will be seriously depleted
within our lifetime. Their rising cost is just one of the many reasons why a change in attitude is
essential. In general, we waste energy and consume more than we really need, and by doing so we
are jeopardising the energy supply of current and future generations. There are a lot of useful tools
for measuring the current and future impacts of energy consumption. While an awareness of the
issues can help the consumer to save energy, thus reducing the impacts of climate change, it can
also save money.

 Smart meters and plugs
Lack of information is a present barrier to consumer energy saving. Lack of information constitutes
a barrier on two levels: consumers lack information on the energy consumption of their household
appliances as well as on how this consumption can be reduced. By using smart plug equipment and
feedback on the individual consumption patterns of their appliances, consumers will be given a
very easy way to learn about how much energy their appliances are using. Smart plugs allow
consumers to monitor the extent of energy savings through changed behaviour when using
individual appliances. Seeing this immediate effect is one of the most promising ways to changing
habits.
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 Install Programmable Thermostat
The thermostat is a device that automatically responds to changes in ambient temperature by
switching on or off a heating or cooling system to permanently maintain a set desired temperature
in a confined space.
The greatest benefit of using thermostat is the ability to set different temperatures for daytime,
nighttime and non-room temperature maintenance. When optimizing the operation of the heating
or cooling system or appliances, in the long run, considerably less energy is used, which in turn
leads to a significant lack of energy bills up to 30%.
Temperature control - It is possible to set a lower temperature (heating) during the time (work,
school, engagements) of the day when we are not at home and at the same time program (at
digital thermostats) to reach and maintain a comfortable temperature when go home. This leads to
energy savings during the time we are gone and at the same time when we return home we are
waiting for a cozy and warm home.
Increased comfort - The programmable thermocouples give the possibility of increased comfort
during the winter mornings. Setting lower temperatures at night - results in significant savings, and
at the same time, nothing is better than warm hobs when we hatch from a warm bed. The
temperature and the time of reaching and maintaining it are programmed in the thermostat and it
follows the program.
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